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Abstract 

What does it mean to be Chinese in Canada? This thesis argues that such meaning 
is not based on facile categories such as comunity or culture, but a shared discourse of 
difference based on essentialisms and biological inheritance. 

Fieldwork conducted in Kitchener- Waterloo, Ontario, fonns the basis of this 
ethnography. In d e s d i n g  the nature of the data my fieldwork produced, the gaps and 
limitations are considered, and an ultimately ethicd condition of anthropological 
laiowledge is concluded. 

As an alternate conceptualitation to the commody used category of a Chinese 
community, ided types of a fkont and back stage of Chinese identification are constnicted 
dialectically. These ideal types show that while there is a commody shared 
understanding around the tenn 'Chinese' (the h n t  stage), it is simplistic and fdsely 
homogeneous. It is the shared aspect of the fiont stage of Chinese identity, by both non- 
Chinese and Chinese people, that gives the &ont stage meaning - it is not a culture or 
community. The back stage is where amyrÏad ofdistinctions and categories hold meaning 
for Chinese Canadians, and this arena of self and other identification is a11 too ofien 
glossed over by researchers r e w g  Chuiese communities. 

There is, however, more meaning to Chinese identity than is evidenced by the 
nont stage. A further set of ideal types are constructed to demonstrate this, based on a 
dominant discourse in Canada that blurs commuuity, ethnicity and culture into reified 
essences based on hentage; and, a demotic discourse that is bounded by the dominant one. 
The demotic discourse of Chinese identiw in K-W exists in localized relationship to the 
dominant one, and represents the bridge between individuals and the dominant discourse. 
In this sense, to be Chinese is to possess inhented traits of family, mindset and personality 
that are part of one's essence. 

The ethnography treats what could be conceived as uniquely Chinese as part of 
a shared language of difference. As such, the implications for both our society and the 
social sciences are grave: how can we hope to mute or overcome false differences if the 
very language we al1 use reifies culture, community and ethnicity as racial or ancestral 
essences? 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Eariy this summer, 1 was a teaching assistant for an undergraduate course in social 

anthropology. During a seminar 1 was leading on anthropological methods and problems, 

one student asked incredulousIy, " Why do anthropologists always work alone?". A good 

question. 

While engaged in fieldwork in Kitchener-Waterloo (LW), a city (twin cities, 

actudy) in southwestern Ontario with a population of about 250,000,I &ly felt alone. 

The problems of interpretation and outright confusion were not tackled in isolation - 

participants in this study heiped me at every turn with detailed and enthsiastic 

interpretations and explanations of their own. I hope that upon reading what follows, they 

will fhd  their input was not given in vain. 

But even the novice student wouid not believe that this ethnography is the product 

of pure collaboration. After all, 1 wote it! And in the interpretation and "writing up" of 

fieldwork arnongst Chinese people in K-W, 1 made choices that were largely my 

discretion. Some were ethical in nature: hiding aspects of people's lives that wouid be 

identifiable to others. Others were made in the light of where the most detailed data were 

gleaned: inconclusive evidence will be note& but 1 prefer to write about things 1 feel 

more confident about. And, of course, I began and concluded this project with some 

problems and theoretical interests that were the product of my own experience and 



academic Me. 

What makes anthropoIogical research worthwhile and maddening all at once is the 

process of interpretation, of describing patterns and incongruities, while attemp ting to 

keep the expenences ofthe leal people one encounters as the ultimate judge of the choices 

made at every step. In this case, bearing in mind that this study's participants were human 

beings h t ,  then having social roles such as 'woman' or 'Chinese', required systematic 

challenge of accepteci stereotypes (within and without the acadernic world). 

My desire to portray people as real, not caricatures of ethnicity or culhue, faced 

its toughest test in the final process of WTiting. How could 1 write about Chinese people 

while questionhg the validity of the category? Just who did 1 study if my intent was to 

take on any label that rnight deny the individual agency and context that struck me with 

every i n t e ~ e w  and encounter? 1s qualitative methodology able to cope with real life? 

To make mattea worse, each of these questions opposes issues of theory with aspects of 

lived reality. This is an unavoidable condition of anthropology. This ethnography is my 

attempt to corne to grips with this condition, while trying aiways to "get it right" so far 

as the participants are concemed. 

In beginning this chapter with a discussion of fieldwork and interpretation, 1 have 

put the cart before the hoae. Why did 1 choose to study Chinese people in K-W? As a 

topic of research, the choice was influenced by two factors. I have lived in Hong Kong, 

and travelled in China and Taiwan. In fact, until recently, my parents had lived in Hong 





racism. The problem, in short, that 1 planned to address was one of e x p l o ~ g  just how 

individuals who are visible minorities - Chinese people in this case - interacted and 

interpreted their roles both in self-identification and categorizing 'othen'. 

1 will not recount the mode11 consûucted in writing a proposal. It was wrong. 

The arguments presented in this thesis address the original problems 1 was concerned 

with, but represent a r ehed  version that is the r e d t  of fieldwork. 

M y  initial problem was with a perceived gap in conventional research, but what 

follows wi1I also address common fdacies. Cornmunity and culture are bandied about 

by social scientists as meaningfbl categones - they have not held up to close scrutiny in 

this case. In examining the fdse notion of a Chinese community, a fùrther argument wil1 

be made: what is often touted as uniquely Chinese may in fact be a shared experience of 

many Canadians or most immigrants; or, h p l y  a matter of assuming that a Chinese 

flavour to a practice or expenence is significant. 

Deconstructing the idea of a Chinese community - either Canadian or in K-W - 

will not be matter of simple negation. M e r  dl, the idea holds both acadernic and popular 

currency. hstead, ideal types of fkont and back stages of Chinese cornmunity will be 

explored to reflect the ease in which participants held notions of division and M t y  at the 

same t h e .  The message for anthropologists ought to be clear in this discussion: to treat 

a Chinese community or culture as reai is an exercise in taking popular language at face 

value - and worse still r e i w g  the concept as rneaningful. 



In consistently asking what patterns I perceived might not be unique to Chinese 

people, 1 have written an ethnography that explains what is not Chinese as much as what 

is. But to aiI participants in this study, being Chinese held some meaning (in spite of the 

distinctions such as Cantonese and Mandarin speakers). 1 am not about to challenge the 

views of participants - they existed and worked for them - but will probe deeper into an 

explanation of a Chinese essence. There is a dominant discourse (which again 1 have 

constructed as an ideai type) of difference in Canada, one that relies upon the reincation 

of socially constructed categories into distinctions based on biological inheritauce. Race, 

culture, gender, comunity and ethnicity are transformed into categones of personality, 

values, philosophy and mentality. What was explained to me as "essentially Chineset' 

will be presented as a localized, demotic discourse - again an ideal type that is bounded 

by the dominant discourse. The demotic discourse is the arena in which individuals 

identify themselves based on the categories dictated by the dominant discourse (Both the 

dominant and demo tic discourses are wed following Gerd Baumam, 1996). 

The identification of being "Chinese" will be demonstrated as k t ,  independent 

of a cornmunity in the cornmon connotation - there are many distinctions within this 

simple label; but second, conceptualized in ternis of inherent traits - this following a more 

generaiïzed pattern of categorizations being reified into biological essences that are taken 

to be a part of one's heritage. 



Befare these diaiectical pairs of id& mes are explored, a thorough consideration 

of methodology and its relationship to anthropological knowledge wili be given in 

Chap ter 2. Fieldwork c m  be planned with care and strategy, but is never predic tab le. The 

very t e m  rnethodology is a misnomer, for it suggests contml that the researcher never 

has. We can be systematic in OUT approach, but 'the field' will never be a laboratory. In 

describing the methodology, 1 have attempted to outline just where I had Little or no 

control during research alongside those factors in which my influence was unavoidable. 

The 5rst section of the chapter is largely traditional in format and describes the factual 

history of this project - its formulation and evolution. It does not tell the reader much 

about the nature of this ethnography and its knowledge, however, and subsequent 

discussion is dedîcated to explorhg and questionhg the connections between n e ~ o r k s ,  

ethics, context and methodology. The premise is quite simple - we cannot appreciate 

what we have leamed and then write about if we do not aclmowledge bat  fieldwork 

creates knowledge. Such laiowledge or data is never waiting to be discovered, it emerges 

£tom a process initiated by the anthropologist 

Chapter 3 considers the idea of a Chinese co~~llllunity. The problem of posing 

theoretical problems against lived reality is apparent here, and the approach 1 have taken 

to balance these two may be surprising to sorne. Ideal types are constnicted to compare 

a fkoont and back stage of Chinese community that contradict standard understandings of 

culture and communi~. Following Max Webeh approach may seem a sure recipe for 



excluding participants' voices and experiences, but in f a t  it pmves to be very inclusive 

of them. The advantage to consiructing ided types is that cornparison can be made not 

o d y  between cases, but between phenornena of cisering orders. The fiont and back stage 

ideal m e s  of Chinese community polarize the general and specialized the public and 

private, the symbolic and the Lived. By muting the difference in scale and order between 

the two, we are not misled into assipning primacy for either. The participants in this 

study used both effortlessly. 

To be honest, I had not planned to write much about "comrnunity" in fomulating 

this study: the debate seemed tired and f i t less .  But in trying to understand how those 

1 met could effortlessly balance a conception of Chinese community with a myriad of 

distinctions that demolished it al1 at the same time, a discussion of co~~linUILity was 

mandatory. What is unique in this discussion is that dialectical oppositions, which can 

easily be sidestepped with statements about the inherent irrationality of human 

conceptualizations, are instead shown as logical and compatible. 

Chapter 4 is about race, difference, and biological essentialisms. There is 

unfinished business in Chapter 3, as the ideal types of the fiont and back stage do not 

fully explain why people would cal1 themselves Chinese. The problem in this case was 

again a product of fieldwork and the atternpt to faitbfully reflect participants' perceptions 

and beliefs. Having discredited the concept of a community, something participants also 

did routinely, there remained the problern of understanding what it means to be Chinese. 



Make no mistake, there are people who call themselves Chinese and believe it means 

something. Given the overwhelming evidence that this identification does not reiy on a 

culture or community, where does it corne hm? How can it persist? 

Identification requires distinction and difference. The problem in comprehending 

socially comîructed categories of difference in this chapter is premised on a key point of 

logic: a general, sustained discourse of merence in a society cannot be perpetuated by 

a minority, even of elites. The content ofparticularconceptualizatio~~ and identifications 

can only be undentood in the context of a broader language in which most people agree 

on the categories and their meanings. 

In the context of this study. 1 fomd =markable agreement on a set of qualities 

described as Chinese: values, family structure7 beliefs and rnentality were among the 

qualities most participants agreed on. These qualities were attributed to heritage and 

biological essence, or what is commonly known as race. I could have descnbed this and 

lefl it at that, but this would have been a serious injustice. The views 1 encountered 

seerned to me to be little different than the views 1 encountered among al1 residents of K- 

W, or in the media and political arenas of Canada for that matter. While a concept of race 

was being expressed by and about Chinese people, presenting this in isolation would give 

the reader the impression that this was a unique occurrence. By comparing the discourse 

of difference 1 encountered in the field (to be called the demotic discourse) to the broad 

language of difference that exists in Canada (to be called the dominant discourse, both 



terms following Gerd Baumann's use (1996)). it wiU be argued that there is no reason to 

treat these views as lmiquely Chinese. They are likely not unique to Canada, or perhaps 

even North America 

The concluding chapter will consider what the implications of this study might be 

for anthropology and similar fiiture studies. Our tradition of studying small-scale 

collectives and cornmunities needs to be reconsidered: as the world grows more 

connecteci, the problems of understanding societies in terms of emerging large-scde 

phenornena can be reinforced Note that I used the word reconsidered, not rejected. This 

ethnography attempts to cope with individual realities as they connect to the Iarger world. 

It is the tradition of anthropology and qualitative research that dowed me to do this. 

To give the reader an idea of the mindset I have tried to maintain in fighting 

assumptions and questionhg everything, 1 will offer a playfil question to keep in mùld. 

Until very recently, my parents had lived in Hong Kong for many years, as I did once for 

a period. Does this make me part Chinese? 



Chapter 2 

Methodology: beyond veni vidi vici 

Introduction 

It is customary to f o b w  an introduction to a monograph with a fiterature review. 

This allows readen UILfamiliar with the topic area to understand the disciplinary 

b e w o r k  a study fits into, and is often used to relate the researcher's theoretical 

approach to the data that will foilow. By contrast, methodological discussions are often 

given cursory treatment in the introduction, though sometimes an expanded treatment is 

given in the fonn of an appendix. 

1 have chosen a different approach for this thesis, as evidenced by the chapter title. 

Tak to any anthropologist about her research and you wiII hear wonderful stories of field 

experiences, triais, and tribulations. As a student, one typically fin& professon using 

their own history of research to help -dents learn the c d ?  of anthropology. To 

fonnalize this in a thesis chapter is hardly revolutionary. And for those who crave theory 

and literary citations, they abound in the chapters to follow. 

A gap between theory and methodology has plagued anthropology for some tirne. 

(Barrett, 1996) We have never suEered fiom a gap between methodology and howledge, 

however, for the latter's existence is contingent upon the former. However, in privileging 

theory over meîhod in our ethnographies, we have perpetuated an inability to understand 

the content and limits of anthropological knowledge. 



Fieldnotes are not recordings of facts, they are a document of the anthropologist's 

experience amongst people. Johannes Fabian (1994) goes M e r ,  c a l h g  the process of 

fieldwork a cohnta t ion  (not in the hostile sense) between researcher and subjects; this 

codontation being the generator of our data Far fkom being a dry recounting of what 

was done during active research, something to endure before the "good stufl" of 

ethnographies, methodological descriptions convey the most important information any 

reader should have about a study - the nature of its knowledge. 

This study is based on thirty interviews which were conducted maidy in May and 

June of 1998. As rny broad interest was in Chinese identity and experience, 1 began by 

soliciting the help of some Cantonese fkiends. A local Chinese church, the Central 

Ontario Chinese Cultural Centre (COCCC), ethnic Chinese businesses and student 

Chinese associations at the local universities were dso contacted. I n t e ~ e w s ,  when 

granteci, were semi-structured in format. The snowball technique was used, with each 

contact being asked to offer the names of fiiends, family or associates who might be 

interested in participahg in the study. My attempts at entry met with varying success - 

but 1 m u t  quickly add that people responded with generosity and kindness more often 

than not. 

Beyond the above textbook description of research, the following will approach 

methodo logy from multiple angles: i) the researcher: formulation, and constraints on the 

study, ii) the nature ofnetworks tapped into during fieldwork, iii) the relationship between 



ethical concems, research and writing, and hally,  iv) the conclusion which will highlight 

the benefits of qualitative methods in this context. 

The Researcher: formuIation of, and constraints on the study. 

Choosing a Pruject 

To paraphrase Bronislaw Malinowski: Imagine yourseifat home, in a red brick, 

rented bungalow, in a busy urban residential neighbourhood near the core of Waterloo. 

Hardy the -of anthropological lare! However. doing research in my home city held 

particular appeal to me - 1 had the benefit of the native's perspective, and the initial entry 

into K-W was a fait accompli. Even more importantly, 1 believed (and still do) that 

research at home had the altruistic quality of contributing positively to the commun@ in 

which one lives - inasmuch as  an academic treatise can do so. 

Why study Chinese people in K-W? 1 have lived in Hong Kong, travelled in both 

mainland China and Taiwan, and belonged to a Chinese Students Association at my 

undergraduate University in this same city. I daim no expertise in Asian cultures, and 

speak but a few halting words in Cantonese and Mandarin, but have dways fek a bit 

nostalgie toward my time overseas, and such a study excited me on that adminediy 

unscholariy level. My own family history includes the migration of my father and his 

parents to Canada nom Denmark in the 1950s. Growing up with that background has 

always kept me interested in the experiences of immigrants, minorities, and so-called 



ethnic communities. This interest was finther entrenched while living in Hong Kong - 

I experienced a taste of living as a visible minonty. 

1 have lived in K-W for a decade in various roles; arnong these: univerçity 

student, produce clerk; grocay store manager, bachelor and married, apartment and house 

dweller, with and without a personal vehicle, NDP supporter, and now Masters student. 

I am white, male, in my late menties of age, and possess a sumame that is generally 

identifiable as European in origin. It was my five years of working at grocery stores that 

spurred an interest in lace, ethnicity and multiculturaiism in K-W - the stores where 1 

worked mainly emp loyed white, non-immigrant people who exhibited more sexism and 

racisrn than 1 would previously have believed possible in this day and age. 

This project was also inspired by anger on my part. In recent years there had been 

demonstrations of overt xenophobia in the face of growing Chinese suburban presence 

in the Toronto and Vancouver areas. While one may typically encounter myths of recent 

immigrants living on state welfare and committing crimes, in this case the charges were 

of afnuent Chinese immigrants "taking over" neighbourhoods and of commercial plazas 

with Chinese-ody signs! The flexibility of racism is boundless. Would Chuiese pesons 

in K-W share my fury and disbelief toward this racist state of afEairs? 

In presenting the formulation of this study, I have deliberately included some 

(potentially) extraneous information about myself The purpose has not been one of self- 

indulgence. Quite to the contrary, it feels a little silly and is not a cornfortable exercise - 



1 would much rather write about this study's other participants. But to simply hide behind 

the label of student or anthropologist wodd allow the reader to forget that I am as much 

a participant in this study as anyone else is. Furthemore, as the only participant with 

h a 1  editorial control over the written product, and as the panicipant that initiated 

confrontation in the field, the reader needs to be able to judge me and the data 1 present. 

It seems only fair that 1 be at least as forthcoming with personal information a s  my 

contacts in the field were. 

Limitations 

Before desdbing some more technical aspects of the research, some major 

Limitations of this project must be spelled out, for they were brought to the field by 

myself, and cannot be rnarginalized as unavoidable. Tirne, money, and language were 

prominent in this respect. 

First, the period of fieldwork was Limited to about two months. During this t h e ,  

1 was working as a part time teaching assistant, and maintained limited aspects of normal 

life. In that there were few o p p o 6 t i e s  to participate in ongoing Life with participants 

(Le., 1 did not live with anyone), some maintenance of personal life was not as damaging 

as it might have been in other circumstances. But the time restriction had severe 

ramifications upon the representation of contacts included herein - quite simply, a year 

or two would be required to do the project justice. One benefit of a brief field visit is that 



it maintains reasonably equitable historical context for ail contacts and in te~ews .  

However, this benefit is more of an der-the-fact rationaüzation than an intended strategy. 

Second, with no outside sources of funduig, 1 was unable to pay contacts. In that 

most people whom I interviewed were not poor, it is uncertain to what degree an offer of 

payment would have benefited my rapport and reputation. In fact, offers of payment may 

weiï have jeopardized my self-presentation as a student working towards his thesis. 

People were helpful and generous with their t h e  and candour, and more often than not 

treated me to coffee or lunch. Perhaps we underestimate the desire of people to help us 

in research and contribute to meaningfbt research. Payment, in this light, is crass and 

could even be insulting. 

The issue of payment is one where the methods literature is of Little help. H. 

Russell Bernard offers: "If you are studying elites in your own culture, then payment is 

inappropriate. If you are studying elites in an Afkican village, then payment rnay be 

mandatory." (1 995: 178-1 79) LeaWig aside his bafning assumption that the reader is not 

fkom an e c a n  village, the question remains of defhing elites. 1 met a range of people, 

fiom a woman who worked recently as a live-in housekeeper to a man who was only in 

his thides, was independently wealthy, and could retire today if he so chose. My sense 

is that in either case, an offer of payment would have been inappropriate and quite likely 

insulting. So was the lack of f u n h g  a limitation on the study? Yes. Aside fkom the ease 

of field operation that money can allow, 1 would have been able to treat contacts to 



lunches or ninners routinely, and would have made certain that al1 participants received 

a bound copy of the h a 1  thesis. Most participants showed an interest in my hal  write- 

up, and the promise of a bound copy to al1 would have been an ideal form of 

reimbursement Many anthropologists provide copies of their books to local libraries or 

schools where they have conducted fieldwork, and while copies for al1 participants may 

never be hancially feasible, it might be worth trying if funding could be solicited. 

Providing ail with a final copy of the book, article or thesis would help foster a sense of 

participation without rendering the relationship mercenary. 1 could not afford to do so in 

al1 cases, but a bound copy will be given to the COCCC, and photocopies wili be 

availab le to al1 participants. 

Finally, my failure to speak Cantonese or Mandarin (beyond a few words) 

presented a considerable limitation to the study. This was driven home during an early 

interview with two women. They both worked at English-speaking firms, and spoke the 

language quite well though not effortlessly. The joint interview was fascinating nom my 

perspective, for vïrtually every answer in English was prefaced by a spirited exchange in 

Cantonese between the two! A researcher who could converse in Cantonese would have 

emerged fkom that interview with better data. 1 did not steer my attentions deliberately 

toward the most practised Engiish speakers, but obviously was limited to contacts with 

some knowledge of my mother tongue. Related again to fiinding, a a s l a n s l  would have 



been ideal, but nothing can replace a researcher who speaks the language of comfort for 

participants. 

It is generaliy assumed that anthropologists either arrive in the field with, or 

quickly gain, the necessary hguistic competence. However, it seems bad professional 

f om to give the reader an idea of how weil or poorly the anthropologist spoke the 

languages at hand. ui the context of my study, it may be that English was in many cases 

the preferred language of interaction. Had 1 snidied Cantonese and Mandarin for two 

years or so, 1 may have achieved base conversational comfort in both. (Though my high 

school French teachers wodd likely beg to ciiffer!) Even for those participants for whom 

English was a second language, they had been using it for decades - my competence in 

Cantonese or Mandarin would not compare. Obviously, there were some potential 

contacts to whom 1 was never introduced due to language barrien, but it is worth noting 

that meetings at the COCCC are now held in English - the one common language of dl 

board mernbers! 

Interviews: Gettïng und Conducting Them 

Having settled on and gained approvd for the study, 1 began to solicit interviews. 

There is no Chinese neighbourhood in K-W where I could begin knocking on doors, so 

the plan was to base a snowball technique by nrst solicihg such places as the Central 

Ontario Chinese Cultural Centre (COCCC) and a few Wends who had already expressed 



a willhgness to participate. 

Interviews ranged in length h m  forty-five minutes to three hours, but typically 

1 met with people for an hour to an hou and a haif. A semi-sû-uctured interview 

technique was employed - 1 settled on about fifteen key questions which were memorked 

and introduced into the conversations in differing orden. There is an argument to be 

made for asking identical questions in identical order to al1 participants - the 

comparability is easier between cases. 1 did not want to lose the flexibility of m y  Iess 

systematic approach, however, and needed to be able to tailor the questions to different 

contexts. For example, 1 might have universaily asked the question, " Would you like to 

see a Chinatown in K-W such as is found in Toronto?", as a way of probing participants' 

appraisal of concentrated Chinese enclaves. But in a few i n t e ~ e w s ,  this topic was 

broached by the participant without my prodding. This was significant in its own right, 

and had the interviews been conducted in a more formal rnanner, 1 wouid have no way of 

knowing the salience of "Chinatown" on an individual basis. Even the probing of 

individual Me histones had to be approached with a re ,  for certain participants were 

clearly more suspicious of me than others. In the rniddle of one interview, 1 was quite 

taken aback to be asked sternly, "Are you really a student?" I had not begun that 

interview with questions about buthplace, age and family as 1 sometimes did, and c m  

only imagine how her suspicions would have been confirmed if this had been my 

approach! The fo llowing list is a summary of the questions raised in each interview, Save 



the fint few where 1 was still in the process of fine-hming my interview strategy. 

1. Personal history, occupation, family, age, etc .... 

2. How do you like living in K-W? (How would you descnie tife here?) 

3. Do you remember some of the controversies about Chinese neighbourhoods and 

businesses in such places as Markham and Vancouver? What do you think about it? 

4. Are you aware of Phifip Rushton, the professor at the University of Western 

Ontario? He's the one that has the theory about different races, with a scale of 

intelligence, sexuaiïty and civilization that ranks Orientais over Whites, and Whites 

over Blacks. 1s this crazy or do you think there's sornething to his ideas? 

5. Do you agree that Canada is a rnulticulhual country? How do you think this affects 

everyday life? 

6. Are you aware of racism in your day-to-day life? Has this changed over the years? 

7. Some discussion about the Chiriese language school and the cultural centre. This 

was highly variable depending on the individual's history and age. 

8. 1s it fair to *te about a Chinese community as one group in Canada or K-W? 

9. Some people have told me that to be Chinese is to have a different value system, 

family, and what-have-you îtom nomChinese people. Do you agree? 

10. 1 seem to have trouble meeting people's parents, and men in general. Why do you 

think this is so? [this was introduced later in the study] 

1 1. Many scholan have written about Chinese businesses as though they were 



something special - and as though they indicate a dependence on Chinese clients. 

What do you think? 

12. Do you ever visit Chinatown in Toronto? How would you compare it to K-W? 

Would you Iike to see something like that here? 

13. How large would you estimate the Chinese community to be in K-W? What other 

groups could you name as present in this city? [The second of these questions was 

omitted eventuaily, as it seemed to destroy a cornfortable conversational feel in the 

face of "listing".] 

14. I'm interested in how people choose to identify themselves. If you were f i h g  out 

a census, how would you describe yourself? 

15. If the topic of marriage preference (for themselves or their children) was broached 

by the participant, I would probe the topic dong the categories introduced, be they 

racial, ethnic, or linguistic criteria 

The above List was a living document, evolving and subject to alteration given 

different contexts. 1 had drafted a list of questions prior to my first interview, but the 

questions were more vague, and often were met with stares of incomprehension or retorts 

of "what do you mean?" For example, 1 initially asked people to "descnbe K-W" to me, 

but soon found that asking how they "liked living here" was more easily understood. 1 

quickly leamed that more direct questions, in addition to a detailed preface about my 

interests and purpose, was the best approach. My fear had been that very direct questions 



would be impolite and dienate participants, but leamed that 'beating about the bush' can 

be just as alienating. 

I took notes during interviews, which were expanded upon more M y  as 1 typed 

up complete fieldnotes at home. A few people were clearly wary of rny jottings, and in 

such cases 1 tned my best to write as liale as possible. In most cases people seemed to 

barely notice my pen and paper. 1 did not use a camera, tape recorder or video camera - 

and would not feel cornfortable in doing so. 1 could smugly point out that battery fadure 

was never an issue, but dl too painfuly remember two occasions when my pen lan out 

of ink and 1 had to awkwardly search my pockets and briefcase for a spare that seemed 

to elude me. This derailed the conversation completely in both cases, and 1 leamed to 

hold my spare pen in my fiont pocket at dl times. 

Successfui interviews were not s h p l y  a result of asking the right questions or 

providing the proper cues to participants. I assumed different roles in different contexts. 

Such d e s  were not complete transformations of my typical self (something 1 am 

incapable of), but rather involved muting or exaggerating certain nuances of myself. 

Anthropologists may shy away nom psychological explanations of social phenornena, but 

we are highly dependent on making rapid assessments of people when necessary and 

a l t e ~ g  our approach to suit the individu& we are faced with. lt would be false to 

suggest that 1 figured out appropriate roles properly in each case - for every smooth 

interaction 1 can count one where 1 made many mistakes. 



Some facts of my own Me seemed to provide common ground for couvenation. 

For example, when speaking with someone who had migrated to Canada, 1 was sure to 

mention my own f d y ' s  immigrant history - it helped establish cornmon ground. Some 

participants seemed bemused by my statu as a rnarried student in his late twenties of age 

and I was quite comfortable being the object of some mirth - it seemed to break the ice 

nicely. However, this couid backfire, and in one case a man simply could not beiieve that 

rny wife was the "breadwinner" of our household. 1 was too odd for him to be 

comfortable with me. When taIking with businesspeople, 1 tried to act more like my old 

"grocery store manager" role, when meeting studeuts or professors 1 couid pretty much 

act like my current academic self. At no tirne did 1 lie to a participant about my own 

experience. 

Not iying, of course7 is not the same as telling aii. 1 found that playing up my 

expenences in Hong Kong, China and Taiwan was well received by some, but amounted 

to showing off in the eyes of others - particularly if they had been unable to visit "back 

home" in many years. "Cultivated ignorance" had its place too. At times 1 would pretend 

not to know a certain incident, trend or person if the participant seemed willing to explain 

such to me in detail. Conversely, at tima it was very valuable to show that 1 knew a Little 

bit about the topic at hand. For example, the tems gwaiIo and banana (gwailo is a 

Cantonese î e m  for Westerners, 'banana' will be discussed in a later chapters), were not 



always offered to me. Asking about these terms at times helped get the conversation 

rolling. 

Most i n t e ~ e w s  were conducted face-to-face. Three were conducted by 

telephone. WhiIe I preferred to meet in person. if a telephone interview was al1 a 

participant could spare 1 was not about to Iose the opportunity for any contact. Telephone 

interviews, surpnsingly, did not affect the nature of topics that participants wodd 

entertain. In course of fieldwork, one inevitably collects information that is of such a 

personal nature that it is never published. 1 had not expected to gain so much in that vein 

by telephone fiom people I had never met in person- This may have been facilitated by 

the 'hidden' pen and notepad, and poses some tricky ethical clilenunas. However, rny role 

as a researcher and my intent to publish hdings in a thesis were made clear at al1 times 

over the telephone. 

Meetings were held in restaurants, at workplaces, and (to shatter a few myths 

about 'ethnic' restaurants) routinely in coffee shops. 1 met a few people at the COCCC, 

which has boardroom space fkee for a11 memben to use. 1 did rny best to parlay any 

oppominity into simple participation on my part, but such chances were Iimited. 1 was 

never invited into a participant's home, and the preference seemed to be to meet with me 

on a one- to-one basis, rather that with a group of friends or farnily. Rules of etiquette in 

K-W do not generally involve the fiee visitation of casual Wends' homes, and 1 can only 



suspect that a greater investment of t h e  on my part rnay have allowed for greater 

uiformal participation. 

ProbZems Inherent in the Siudy'i Methodology 

While the semi-structured interview allows for greater Bexibility in exploring 

opinions and expenence than a wxitten survey, it is not passive strategy. Notions of 

Chinese identity, categorizations of others, and multiculturalism are but a sliver of 

participants' lives. At times 1 feel reluctant to create a thesis around such a select 

conceptuai domain, for the infornation 1 duly recorded was due to my engagement with 

people; and such engagement was deliberately iimited in scope of topic. Readers must 

bear in mind that this work exaggerates certain aspects of social Life and beliefby way of 

omining an unknown and potentially innnite consideration of social life in its totality. 

It is hardly ingenious to note that a written work is a poor reflection of reality. 

Clifford Geertz, in charactmzing anthropological writings as second or third order 

interpretations (1973: 15), was wrong only in undentating the distance behnreen lived 

reality and textual product. But an awareness of interpretive distance is only part of the 

story here: a greater danger lies in bLindIy creating caricatures of people by way of 

sefectively describing their lives. People are whole, but descriptions are always partial. 

The line between theory and methodology is blurred in this case, and avoiding the 

creation of caricatures is embedded in all aspects of fieldwork. When 1 sat down with a 



wilIing pGicipant, for example, 1 would £kt describe my interests and the study in the 

broadest tems possible (believing that vagaries wodd mute my infiuence upon the 

conversation). The following was a typicd introduction: 

Thank you for meeting with me today. 1 should begin by explaining 
what I'm interested in and what sort of questions I'll be asking. I'm 
studying Chinese identity and commuflity in K-W, conducting 
interviews with as many different people as possible. I'm curious to 
find out to what extent it is fair to even use the terms "community", or 
"Chinese", and to learn if such labels are important to you in self- 
identification. I'd Like to lmow how you fïnd living in this city on an 
everyday basis, and ifyou believe your identity plays a role in such. 1 
realize that the t em "Chinese" is very broad, and that to many people 
their culturai or ethnic identity has little importance. 

But no matter how open I ûied to keep the interview. the reality is that the range 

of discussion was severely lïrnited at the outset This is a oecessity if one wishes to 

pursue uiformation systematically, but dl too ofien we forget that it is a necessity 

imposed by the researcher. My very first i n t e ~ e w  cornes to mind as an illustration. 1 

read in a local newspaper about the business aspirations of a young man whom the 

reporter noted was fkom Hong Kong. 1 tracked his telephone nurnber down, and was able 

to arrange a meeting in person. We met at a local coffee shop, and 1 was already excited 

about the prospect of comparing media representation to my own interaction with a 

participant and his take on the whole matter. He might even tum out to be a key 

informant, a central figure in this ethnography! 



Within twenty minutes of conversation, my fantasy was blown apart. He was 

friendly and willing to tak, but 1 quickly guessed that he was mentally unstable - a 

suspicion that was M e r  confirmed by his trying to foilow me home after the interview, 

and then calhg repeatedly that evening to ask if 1 could find him employment. Other 

researchers taclcihg different problems may have gained more h m  the interaction than 

I did. For this study, his reality was out of tune with the scope of my interest. 

Somehmes an extreme case such as the above can be usefui in illuminating more 

subtie examples. By presenting myself as an interviewer interested in h g s  "Chinese", 

and despite the caveats, i n t e ~ e w s  were less likely to drift into discussions about the 

technical aspects of participants' jobs, their recent home renovations, their children's 

tastes in music, or their methods used for balancing chequebooks. AU ofwhich may have 

been more pressing issues in everyday life. 

Some researchers have attempted to get around the problem of unquestioned 

ethnic primacy by considering the saiience of ethic identity for individuals (Alba, 1990; 

Rietz, 1980) with various measurements such as fi-iendships, awareness of others' 

ethnicity, or languages spoken. 1 would argue that this does Iittle to avoid presenting 

caricatures of people, ethnic caricatures in this case. Suppose 1 had set out to estabiish 

the degree to which people were aware of their fnends' ethnicity and used this as a 

measurement of saiience. People who scored "high" in knowledge of others' ethnic 

backgrounds (correct or not) would score high in ethnic salience. The problem lies in a 



lack of comparability. Possessing knowiedge, detailed categorization. and a depth of 

opinion about a matter does not necessarily mean it ranks highiy in cornparison to other 

factors. 1 play guitar as a hobby. and will gladly Mc anyone to death about music; but 

in reaiity my monthly r a t  payments and famiy relationships loom Larger. And a 

researcher conducting an interview may or rnay not be setting the stage to find this out 

about me. 

My defence against creating Chinese caricatures out of complex people has been 

twofold. The semi-structured interviews at Ieast allowed an opportunity for other topics 

to arise (a Lùnited opportunity at best); and, 1 have trïed always to resist the pull toward 

Iabelling traits as Cantonese, mainland Chinese, or what have you. Rather than ask of my 

data what participants shared in common and label this 'Chinese in K-W', 1 have first 

asked if such commondities might not be shared by most residents in town, or most 

immigrants and their recent descendants, or by most women, and so on. Both measures 

are stop-gap solutions at best, 1 reatize. 

If avoiding the over-amplification of this study's limited scope is of key concem, 

this is made more difficult by the dynamics of the snowball approach in the field. By 

presenting such a limited domain of interest, the sort of people I was told I "should talk 

to" was Limited in equal measure. This shall be discussed in greater detail in the next 

section, but for now suffice it Say that the pull toward creating caricatures is exerted by 

both specific interviews and the sort of sample that emerges in the field. 
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The Nature of Networks 

This section will describe the evolution of contacts as they emerged in the field, 

consider just what sort of sample 1 can claim to have, and h a l l y  judge the utility of 

concepts such as "studying up" and "anthropology at home" for the research 1 conducted. 

n e  evolution and nature of networks, including gaps in representation. 

Based on the 1991 Census, we cm Say there are at Ieast 3,335 Chinese people in 

K-W ( This hcludes Cambridge and some M e r  surrounding districts. Furthemore, this 

would not include students attending university who are resident by virtue of visas, and 

leaves out those who identiQ themselves as Canadian on the census fom). Most people 

whom 1 asked felt the number was underestimated - and three contacts of mine stated that 

they would fi11 out censuses as "Canadian". The same three were at the same time 

aftiliated to ethnic Cantonese identities in addition to being 'Chinese'. My point here is 

not to dwell too long upon the utility of census data (see Waters, 1990, for a thorough and 

compelhg analysis of just how people arrive at ethnic affiliation), but simply to suggest 

that we rnight take the size of the Chinese population in K-W to be at least as large, and 

likely more so, than the census records. 

There were three main avenues I folIowed in attempting to meet people for 

i n t e ~ e w s  - the COCCC, niends, and "cold-calls". Broadly speaking, rny sample can be 

broken down into those affIliated with the COCCC and those who were not. Of course 



there are many other patterns 1 have identifie4 but in terms of the networks of 

participants, cultural centre afnliation seemed to predominate my field experience. 

Earlier in the study, 1 had hopes of engaghg in over forty in-depth i n t e ~ e w s .  My 

final count is about three-quarters of the projected one. 1 had foolishly assumed a nice 

progression of contacts to grow modestly, and possibly geometrically. Mer  about a 

month of pursuhg interviews, however, people were recommending certain key 'experts' 

whom I had already met. On one Ievel, this was gratifying. 1 had done my homework, 

and could proudly reply that I had already met this or that person, and wodd welcome 

other suggestions for interviews. The problem was, beyond a select and repetitive list of 

"You know who you should really t a k  to ...", participants were reluctant to steer me 

toward others. The most dominant factor these few experts held in common was active 

(curent or in the past) involvement with the COCCC. 1 did meet other people, and in fact 

did tap into another network of people who had corne to Canada as refkgees in the 1 N O S ,  

in addition to three participants who were not meaningfblly associated with any other 

participants in this study. 

The COCCC members were very generous with their time and help, and in no way 

do 1 wish to suggest that a dominant network is unappreciated on my part. However, 

there are certain factors that cultural association rnembers hold in common that render 

them but one sort of sample - this will be discussed ui the next chapter. 



But what of the networks, or types of individuals who remained inaccessible or, 

worse yet, h o w n  to me? The most obvious gap in my experience is meeting those 

who might in some marner be considered Chinese, Cantonese, or what have you, but in 

no way identify themselves as such. This occurs to me as  a very meaningful sort of 

penon who may be impossible to meet in the course of a M y  like this. Participants are 

not about to set a researcher loose upon fiiends who have no interest in the subject matter. 

In a very real sense, this shidy was predisposed to exclude anybody who would not at 

Least passingly identify themselves as Chinese by ancestry or expenence. Years ago, I 

upset an acquaintance of mine by suggesting that he might have some insight into the 

expenence of visible minorities, since his background included a parent of f i c a n -  

Caribbean descent. The flash of anger and denial taught me two things: that academics 

(Le., yours truly!) are not immune to being insensitive and racist, and that there are 

individuals who define their own labels in life. Researchers must respect this, for the only 

alternative is to begin engaging in forceful labelling such as we have witnessed in South 

a c a  or China by authoritarian states. Be that as it may, those with at least the option 

of affiliahg with a given group or statu ought to count as  much as those who are 

socially forced, or willingly adopt, such affiliation. They do not in this study. 

As many people identified the Chinese family as unique and different fiom 

"Western, Canadian or Caucasian" familes, 1 tied to meet multiple membm of the same 

family. This was only achieved once, and actually illuminated a few things for me. At 
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invited to rneet participants' parents (1 did meet people in their fifües and sixties of age, 

but al1 such people were working professionals - 1 leamed of many parents who were 

retired and living at home whom 1 codd not meet.). The older generation, 1 was told, 

wouid not wish to talk about " this sort of thing" . I cannot Say if this is a unique stance of 

my participants, or something that would have been reflected by broader representation. 

Another trend that d t e d  h m  being directed to 'ideal' participants was a gender 

bias. 1 was ovenvhelmingly directed towards women, who represent over 70% of 

participants. 

The limits of contact are unique to each researcher and each field situation, a point 

which is proven in my case by the over-representation of women. This would not be 

noteworthy, Save the skewed representation, but for the accepted wisdom that: 

... it does seem that in at least one dimension women do have an 
advantage over men: role flexibility. The various possible threats to 
wornen notwithstanding, the fact that they have access to both the male 
and fernale worlds is not insignincant. (Barretf 1996: 199) 

Unlike the traditional focus on methods for bridging the asswned 
distance between the "natives" and the anthropologist through 
participation, feminist anthropology, dong with feminist sociology, 
defined the appropriate focus of research a s  women and assumed that 
because feminist anthropologists would ahos t  certainly be women 
themselves, the distance between observer and observed would be 
reduced. (Lewin, 1995: 323-24) 



Against these often accepted truisms, 1 am delighted that my access to wornen for 

interviews was greater than that to men. Nor was this h p l y  a matter of women 

recommending other women exclusively - men generaiiy provided me with the names of 

women as suggestions for M e r  contact. 

1 could daim an exceptional capacity to engage in roles fkiendly to women, 

exceptional for a male at least, but this is certainly not the case. My experience in the 

field does challenge the automatic assumption that women are best suited to interact with 

other women in the field. Two warnings must be noted. First, this trend rnay well have 

reversed itself with a larger sample. Second, interviews were scheduled - generally at 

neutrai locations, and it may well hold true that if I were able to 'hang out' more fkeely 

with participants, 1 might £ind male domains more accessible. Wamings aside, the trend 

ofbeing directed toward women was data in and of itself. Later discussion of gender will 

be partially infoxmed by the nature of direction 1 received while in the field, as will be a 

consideration of the COCCC, where women constitute a healthy portion of the board of 

directon. Mary E. Hawkesworth (1994) argued that there is nothing pdcularly inherent 

in science that ought to objectify women, and to that 1 would add there may be less 

holding men back fiom interacting with women than is cornmonly believed. 

1 did not specifically ask people about their financial worth or incorne, but can 

generally state that al1 participants were employed either as professionais or 

entrepreneurs, the lone exception being a student. This lack of variance mi@ not be so 



skewed as it seems, for broadly speaking the Chinese in Canada are affluent. (see Li, 

1988; who nevertheless argues that such a u e n c e  is limited by racism) But the extent 

to which these participants represent a reasonable representation ofwealth or occupational 

status is impossible to determine. 

One known group whom I was largely unable to contact members of, with one 

exception, was university and coilege students. The timing of this project - during the 

surmer months - was the main culpnt for this gap in access. However, some participants 

noted that students, in their estimation, did not really count as citizens of K-W as they 

only live in t o m  for a limited tirne. Certainly my own sense of 'community' ties to K-W 

was non-existent as an undergraduate student at W i E d  Laurier University. 

Describing the sort of networks, fields or subgroups one has 'tapped into', or 

simply trying to state certain pattern of individual types encountered in the field is 

somewhat Iike ûying to grab handfuls of water: the more precise one attempts to be about 

what is there and what is missing, the greater the sense of futility. Bernard described a 

method for ascertainhg which participants (infamants) have the greatest competence in 

given domains, using the "cultural consensus mode1 of informant competence" (1995: 

17 1-78). Well-infonned people can certainly be of more use in one respect, but the notion 

that certain members of a society are more culturaily competent than others fies in the 

face of a working society - clearly every mernber is sufnciently competent to maintain the 

hinction of the whole. In a large-scale, urban society, it is simply impossible for any one 



or few people to know aIi the potentid information about a phenornenon. In the end, even 

Bernard noted that the mode1 he d e s d e s  is of linie use to general descriptive 

ethnography . 

The description of the evolution and nature of networks provided here has 

deliberately highlighted the gaps in access, and potentid representation that was never 

realized. Methodology and theory are intertwined around the issue of networks and 

representation. The direction people point the anthropologist in is valuable information 

in and of itself. Additionally, an ethnography that is not weU grounded in its limits 

cannot pretend to be of any worth. Gaps in access are unavoidable. Failure to cope with 

these gaps as a condition of knowledge results in a wasted field experience. 

Inride, outside; up or down? 

Having sketched out the sort of networks 1 was involved wiîh in the field, the 

question rernains as to what kind of mthropology this represents. 1 am inclined to 

describe it, broadly, as urban anthropology. This distinguishes the project eom the 

traditional bread and butter of the discipline: small-scale tribes, collectives or villages. 

There are hvo (at least) major problems with this. First, there are some who would argue 

that srnall-scale phenornena occur within the larger urban arena, ofien referred to as 

cornmmities (see Cohen, 1985). Second, by invoking the t e m  urban, there is the nsk of 



presuming that such projects exist in a tangibly dinerent social systerns than traditionai 

projects did. 

1s there redy any gain to IabeIling a shidy beyond a means of library 

classification? Methodologicaily, it holds appeal. One cannot charge into a society and 

expect to apply the same tools of research strategy without question. The question is, 

though, can societies be typed meaningfidly? While comparing cultures has been a 

signature andytical tooI in anthropology, comparing methodologies and research settings 

may lead us back to the schernes of almosî a century ago (such as Lewis Henry Morgan's). 

Perhaps a usehl consideration of what sort of anthropology is being undertaken is not to 

be found in urban-nual, Westem-nomWestern or peasant-industrial dichotomies. They 

assume a geographic or economic primacy to the nature of society and thus methodology. 

Deimos Jones (1 988, org. 1970) saw the position of the researcher relative to the 

group of study as inescapable in any methodologicd approach. Researching one's O W ~  

group requires sensitivity to different dynamics and problems than the traditional outsider 

statu does. In that most participantç were unlaiown to me during the course of study, 1 

could label this project as outsider anthropology. But then 1 do happen to Iive in K-W, 

sornething that allowed me to understand why many participants view this as a 'German' 

town, in spite of my own experience that does not lead me to encounter many who overtiy 

identiQ as German beyond surnames. HaWig been an undergraduate student here, 1 

understand how students can be viewed as unimportant community members. If1 was, 



for example, of Asian descent, born in Hong Kong and never a resident of K-W, wouid 

this make me more of an insider? To Jones, yes. The example of his own insider 

anthropology was amongst black persons in Denver - people &own to him a s  

individuals - the insider connection was one of skin colour and shared social experience 

on that basis. Ferninist anthropology experienced a revolution of sorts when Third Worid 

and women of colour chalIenged the accepted pan-gender understanding monopolized by 

Iargely white and Western feminists. The notion of insider versus outsider anthropology 

is intriguing, and while 1 am not going to c l a h  insider status it would be an artifice to 

daim absolute outsider status. 

Laura Nader (1988, org. 1972) urged anthropologists to begin 'studying up'. 

Rather than continually study the marginalized and disempowered, we ought to be 

studying the elites in society. She noted that the methodology inherent in this would 

likely differ fiom that of traditional pYticipant-observation, and would require 

anthropologists comfortable with stnichired interviews and archival research. Entry itself 

would prove the greatest obstacle, she argued, and would require different strategies to 

successfully achieve. This strikes a chord of comparison with this project, yet many 

would argue that in studying a visible minority in Canada, 1 was studying 'down'. 

As with 'insider-outsider', the notion of studying up or down becomes difficult to 

apply in subtle cases. 1 am more comfortable in charactenPng this as a case of studying 

up, though, for a number of reasons. To begin, most people who met with me were 



employed or entrepreneurs, often far wealthier than 1. Furthemore, 1 was turned d o m  in 

many i n t e ~ e w  requests. Refusal in and of itself is not Limited to elites in society, but 1 

can at lest  point out that 1 had no organization behind me that wouid compel people to 

submit to an interview. 

The education of many participants was of at least the high school level, and some 

held degrees superior to mine. Members of the COCCC were more sophisticated than me 

in their appreciation of govemment multiculturalism and the programs they implemented 

under this umbreila Furthemore, the issue of the final pubLished thesis was often raised; 

again an indication that participants were fully aware of the consequences of participation 

and just what anthropology is. To some, these arguments fall more in favour of'infomied 

consent' than of shidying up. 1 would argue that participants who are in full control of 

meetings, fülly aware of the social issues at play, and who understand what theses 

generally amount to are probably at no disadvantage relative to myself. 

The greatest challenge to this project as an example of studyuig up would be that 

the participants represent a visible minority in Canada. The very notion of a visible 

minonty would hold no relevance unless it implied disadvantage, and following such 

logic 1 may be accused of focussing on the victims. 1 c m  only hope that the following 

chapten address this to some degree. Where Stanley Barrett (1987) argued that extreme 

racism c m  only exist when tolerated and shared in tendency by the moderate majority, 

1 wiU be taking rny explmation of racism and ethnicity a step M e r .  Following Gerd 



Baurnann (1996), 1 wiil propose a dominant discourse of race, culture and ethnicity that 

is shared and propagated by al1 members of society. 

In considering the dynamics of studying up or down, inside or outside, the 

methodolo~cai considerations have often drifted into more phiIosophical or theoretical 

duections. This might be an indication that the utility of such divisions is limited. 1 wish 

to conclude this section with a quotaîion that retums to the cmde geographic category of 

urban based anthropology. Frances Henry used the word elites, but the description of 

research in Trinidad could well be of my own: 

In terms of prac ticd problems, one must first contend with the fact that 
elites are generally urban based and this involves the researcher with 
difficulties that may be created by an urban research environment. By 
way of contrast, the researcher is rarely able to live within the elite 
community because it is ustially f o n d  in upper-class residential 
neighbourhoods where temporary housing is generaliy unavailable. ... 
In most studies which emphasize interview techniques, the researcher 
is dependent upon the cooperation of the informant, and this is 
especially important in a study of elites. These individuals are 
generally occupied with tirne-consuming activities, and frequently an 
interview appointment m u t  be made weeks in advance. An 
interviewer may not be given more than a short period of time - in some 
cases as Little as half an hou. (Henry, 1969: 43) 

To this, 1 would only add that the same restrictions would apply to a clericai or 

factory worker as well as elites - al1 work long hours, may have family obligations, and 

quite simply may be busy with any manner of activity (elite or not). Perhaps 'urban' is 

more apt a description than 1 had suspected- More likely an explanation is that 



anthropologists no longer have the dubious l u .  of colonial power to operate within, 

and thus the playing field has been levelld 

Ethics and Knowledge, Beyond the Consent Form 

The curent protocol for ethical clearance of projects at the University of Guelph 

is some dozen pages long, and includes such considerations as risk to participants, need 

for the study, and measures that will be taken to protect the pnvacy and well being of 

those encountered in the field. "Informed consent" is of primary importance. So too are 

guarantees of anonymity for participants, and an assurance of protecting them nom risk 

and hami. This chapter began by challenging the typical approach to methodology as 

cursory or bracketed in nature. Al1 too often, a consideration of ethics in a specific shidy 

meets a similar fate. Without an appreciation of the ethical dimensions ofthis study @oth 

the "confrontation" in the field and in the analysis of data), the reader is being misled. 

Ethics are more than d e s  of behaviour, they represent (or ought to) a prùnary condition 

of the knowledge one accesses and presents. There is no easy divide between thinking 

and morality: 

A professional cornmitment to view human &airs analytically is not 
in opposition to a persona1 cornmitment to view them in terms of a 
particular moral perspective. The professional ethic rests on the 
personal and draws its strength fkom it; we force ourselves to see out of 
a conviction that blindness - or illusion - cripples virtue as it cripples 
men, Detachrnent cornes not h m  a failure to care, but fiom a kind of 



caring resilient enough to withstand an enormous tension between 
morai reaction and scientific observation ... (Geertz, 1968: 15 8) 

Ethics and epistemology, to Geertz, do not exist on separate planes, and more 

precisely analytical detachment must be wrested, but c m  and should never be treated as 

distinct nom, moraiity. And the ethical condition of doing and thinking caxmot be pinned 

down as the protocol forms would suggest they can be. Elvi Whittaker succulctly noted: 

Yet all fieldwork is noted for its emergent changing relationships with 
the people shidied, and indeed depends on for its success upon this. At 
the same time there is an equally shifting knowledge about what is 
ethical and what is not. (1981: 445) 

If ethics and epistemology are intertwined and evolve, we may find that what is 

dl too often viewed as a set of rules to live by, get around or feel secure in, is in fact the 

potential meeting place of theory and methodology. To that end, ethics will be considered 

&om three perspectives commonly laid down in regulations: anonymity, and informed 

consent and protection of participants (the latter two will be treated concurrently). 

A professor of mine, recently giving a lecture on ethics, said quite forcefully, "Do 

not guarantee anonymity if you are not prepared to do so!" At a time when 

anthropologists note the use of pseudonyms as matter of rote, such a warning is well 

taken. A guarantee of anonymity is a serious matter, and we all should give sober second 

thought before such a promise. 1 am cornmitted to this principle for this study . There is 



o d y  one key in existence with real names - even my fieldnotes use pseudonyrns. 

Included in this work are data fiom interviews with people who live near K- W and work 

there, but are not properly residents, in an attempt to M e r  muddy the trail toward 

identification. in that the population of this city is well over 200,000, protection seems 

assured. 

But is this enough? As noted in the section about the nature of networks, this 

snidy relies on a relatively smd number of people who were often aware of each other's 

existence. A simple name change might not sufnce. If 1 descnbed an i n i e ~ e w  with a 

high school principal in town who was widely identified as Chinese, for a fictional 

example, changing her name fiom Sylvia to Rebecca would be meaningless. The solution 

then, is to M e r  obfuscate the identity of this fictional Sylvia and perhaps descnbe her 

as a male factory worker. If this strikes the reader as a potential abuse of editorial license 

on my part as author, 1 agree. The line between the pragmatic and epistemological 

dimensions of ethics has clearly been crossed. And to make matters more difficult, 

postmodernist and ferninist theorists call for reduced authorid authority, and increased 

description of individuals rather than cultures or groups. For example, 

The strategy has for writing this paper, then, has been to juxtapose five 
sets of autobiographical writings ... The idea is to allow multiple sets 
of voices to speak for themselves, with my own authoh voice muted 
and marginahed as commentary. (Fischer, 1 986: 20 1) 

The different components or figures are thus al1 parts of persons or 
relationships fked on to one another. One person or relationship exists 



cut out of or as an extension of another. Conversely, these extensions - 
relationships and connections - are integrally part of the person. They 
are the person's circuit. (Strathern, 199 1 : 1 18) 

Michael Fisher claims to have mutcd his own voice, Marilyn Strathern is arguing 

for a representation of individuah in contexts of relationships and connections. To retum 

to our fictional principal, the logical representation by ethical standards of anonymity - 

completely obfuscated - nuis contrary to both reduced editond control and a presenting 

individuals in social context. This illustrates the difference between method and theory, 

for both of these authors were w r i h g  in pragmatic ethical vacuums - Fischer used 

published autobiographies for data and S trathern's work is almost purely theoretical. The 

'writing up' of original research ailows no such Iuxury. Lila Abu-Lughod (1 99 1) wrote 

eloquently in favour of detailed presentation of real individual people ("a particular 

Bedouin woman"), yet offered no clues in coping with the ethical dilemmas inherent in 

j eopardizing the anonymity of participants. 

Nor does giving a pseudonym to the city help very rnuch. While 1 suppose 1 might 

have used a fictional name for K-W, the problem of residents of the city potentially 

identi@ing each other in this work would not disappea.. And, in negotiating the ternis 

of i n t e ~ e w s  with people, if they had concems about anonymity, such concerns centered 

on local reptation - never on the city's or a community's. 

In fact it was the concem with anonymity raised by some participants that adds 

M e r  complexity to ethicaliy writing this ethnography. Three people speci fically asked 

-43- 



that their professionai and family ties not be used in the final thesis. Their fears were that 

certain opinions held wodd not be weU received by their peers, and could do h m  to 

their reputations and professional standings. And yes, in each case the participant could 

be descnied as holding some professional or business stahis that was in part dependent 

upon a good reptation amongst Chinese persons in town. My problem in happily 

h o n o h g  these requests is not one of how to achieve sufncient anonymity; this is easily 

done if one is willing to defend the researchefs authonty in presentation and sacrifice 

detailed context. The question is, and this is of key epistemological importance, is it 

ethicdy or intellectually defensible to provide more obscur@ in an ethnography for 

some over others? 

When anonymity is only granted to those who happen to ask for it, no claim to an 

ethicai anthropology can be made. Furthennore, if certain participants receive greater 

attention in an ethnography because they are less identifiable by certain characteristics 

(profession, family ties, income, education, history), what does this do to the quality of 

interna1 cornparison? It is of little surprise that anthropologists have favoured non-elites 

in their study of urban societies - such people are less likely to wony about professional 

stakes, and the pyramid structure of classes providts greater natural camouflage for those 

doser to the bottom. 

If 1 wish to compare Tom and Joe, and perhaps draw some conclusions about their 

similarities or contrasts, I cannot provide disproportionate levels of description about each 



simply because Tom is a taxi driver and Joe is the mayor - this is ethically wrong and 

epistemologically untenable. The solution seems obvious - provide the same level of 

anonymity for al1 participants used in the study, using the most stringent request or 

requirement to do so as the common denorninator. Ifthe audience wiIi accept a high level 

of editorial control, and place a great deal of trust in my faithfiilness to the data, this may 

work. In fact, this is the strategy that wiU be employed in the following chapters - aii 

participants will be given equai shielding to the best of my ability. 

Anonymity, which is generally a pragrnatic concern, extracts a high analytical 

pnce when taken senously. The very nature of anthropological knowledge is formed by 

even this simple premise. Just when we are learning to appreciate the value of specific 

contextualYations, and the need to represent individuals in dl their complexity and 

unique ernbodiment of social fields, it seems we have forgotten the ethical dimensions of 

fieldwork and ethnography. Quite often what rnakes information socially relevant, 

significant, or interesthg is precisely what we cannot divulge. A high school principal, 

a mayor, and a taxi driver hold occupationai and status roles that bear great influence 

upon their experiences, yet the ethics of anonymity tend to discourage the inclusion of 

such. 

The researcher who plans to protect participants - and without such the goodwill 

necessary for fieldwork would evaporate - must be aware that this implies more than 

using fdse names. The extent and sort of data we can present ethically is part and parce1 



of honouring promises in the field. Ethical and epistemological issues are inseparable in 

this light. Before moving on to other issues, consider the following two staternents: 

"The tmth is, 1 only belong to the Chinese Cultural Centre because it's good for 
business. " 

[discwing the proportion of Asian clients ...] "Our business was traditionally 
Gemans and professionals ... we codd hardly kick them out for the ethnics, 
could we!?" 

Ifsuch statements appear later in this thesis, 1 c m  assure you that their ongin will 

be indiscernible; shrouded in vague or false references. To analyse theh completely 

would require information about the speakers that 1 cannot divulge. Lying is an ethical 

necessity, and a key condition of anthropological lmowledge. 

Infonned consent and protection of subjects 

1 have already described the efforts 1 made to ensure participants were aware of 

my intentions. As with promises of anonymity, however, it would be facile to suggest 

that informed consent is as simple as that. There is a certain chicken-and-egg flavour to 

the dilemma of informed consent - the final thesis cannot be created until fieldwork is 

complete, so even 1 could not fully inform people as to what their input would result in. 

Informed consent is primary to the protection of adult participants - without enough 

information to judge the risk inherent in talking to me, they are being duped. 



nie foUowing aspects problematic to informed consent and protection wiU be 

considered: the problem of the Hawthorne effect (the researcher's influence upon 

subjects), the disciplinary delusion that individuai consent grants carte blanche ui 

interpretation and presentation, and the ultimately subversive nature of anthropology. 

The Hawthorne effect, so named after a sociologist, refers to the problem that the 

very interaction of the researcher with the subject c a .  result in the subject modi-g his 

or her behaviour, thus defeating the very point of inquiry. If we accept Fabian's (1 994) 

firaming of anthropological research as ultimately confkontational in nature, producing 

created howledge as a result, the point becomes moot in one respect. When considering 

infonned consent, however, there is more to be said. Earlier in this chapter, the use of 

roles in the field was detailed. Such roles are necessary, and research would be an 

unhappy process if anthropologists treated al1 people the same: we tailor our approach 

based on an assessrnent of each participant. The goal, crudely, is to get the most out of 

an interview. Cal1 it being polite, sawy, or sensitive; in reality we strategize each 

encounter to maximize our gain. 

For example, early in the research process it became apparent that several young 

women shared the belief that life in Canada was better for them than it would have been 

"back home", where they felt traditional subsenient roles for women would be difficult 

to avoid. In post anaiysis, this is ceaainly significant to my findings. I suspected this, but 

muçt admit that 1 did not raise this as a specific interest of mine in al1 subsequent 



interviews. The question is, in interviewhg a man with daughten, shouid 1 have directly 

uiforrned bim that 1 had a growing curiosity as to whether men dso perceived the roles 

of women "back home" as more restrictive? In that my interest was in self-definition and 

definition of others, 1 could argue that explaining this made the comments regarding 

women by such men "informecl", and made with fair appraisd of the risk involved. The 

tlip side of this was a fear that mentionhg the views of young women would result in a 

Hawthorne effect whereby the men would defend certain practices rather than simply 

discuss them. Was their consent informeci? 

Consent for participation is negotiated on an individual basis. This is in keeping 

with an ethical and legal-contractual formula, a caveat emptor relationship where each 

party assumes some risk and responsibility. If anthropologists are happy with this state 

of self awareness, then we t d y  exist in a state of disciplinary delusion. We write about 

groups, cultures, cities, social systems, and beliefs. AU of these are rneant to represent 

shared or collective practices. Ifwe create knowledge about groups, it is illogical to daim 

that individual consent, no matter how informed, absolves us from responsibility to 

collectives. 

Consider the following statements made in the context of discussing the 

xenophobia in Markham toward recent anluent Chinese neighbourhoods: "They brought 

it on themselves.", "They corne here and dont try to fit in.", and, "They don? respect 

Canadian ways." These comments were common, and ran contrary to my expectations. 



I will use such views in the next chapter to draw S Q E ~  ccrurlusiorir Ihnilt &e peop!e ! 

describe as a group. This may actually do h m  to mdticulhiral relations in this provllice 

or country, yet by the standards of formal ethics 1 am fkee to write about this udess it 

codd be proven 1 was inciting riots or violence. This is delusion in its purest f o m  - 

individuais cannot consent on behalfof groups. 

1 am sure that many would pat me on the head and explain that these are the soa 

of decisions a l l  social scientists must make routinely - hopehily with professional 

responsibility and sensitivity. But as with the issue of anonymity, note ho; the authority 

of the author m u t  reign supreme once again. Furthemore, we must be realistic in 

admitting that what is interesting and socidy meaningfiil can ofien be contentious or 

even unflattering to some groups. "One of the great gaps in anthropology is that we have 

been too much interested in the 'system', and although we know that people live half their 

Lives trying to 'beat the system' we tend to take serious notice only when they are caught 

out, brought to trial and punished" (Bailey, 1969: 87). F.G. Bailey's message was direct 

and me:  a respected ethnograp hy must refiect both idealized and actual aspects of socid 

life. The latter is not aIways welcome to those we write about. 

Let me rephrase this point more strongly: good anthropology requires some risk 

of h m  to people, just as anonymity requires lying. We take consent from multiple 

individuals, and rightiy so, but the responsibility for assessing risk and providing 

sufficient protection is ongoing. The nature of our knowledge is contingent upon ethical 



decisions that ultimately c m o t  be defended by multiple contracts with individuais. The 

decisions are ours alone to make. It is with great trepidation that I write about the attitude 

of many participants toward what I view as racism toward Chinese people in Markham 

and Vancouver; visible minorities in Canada have enough obstacles without my 

contribution. But then, I find it pateniaiistic and equally unethicd not to present the 

complete picture of my encounters. Discussions of epistemology rarely wani the student 

that d l  knowledge and analysis is potentiaily hamifui, and always an ethical process. 

They shouid. 

The final aspect of infonned consent and protection of participants that seems 

ethically 'loaded' is the assumption that we ought to protect al1 participants. 

Pragmatically, this may the general nile, for: "It is improbable that a discipline can endure 

if the bulk of its research has the purpose of undennining the people who are 

investigated." Parrett, 1984: 23) Barrett concluded the same article by noting that the 

subversive nature of anthropology is unavoidable and at the same time uncontrollable. 

His solution is to accept this redity, and focus our attentions on reducing social inequality 

rather than strive for an impossible value-kee anthropology (p.24). 1 agree with this 

recommendation, but wonder ifwe wiU ever be sophisticated enough to keep our weapons 

pointed only at those who deserve it. 

To begin, how can we expect idormed consent and participation f?om those 

whom we wish to undennine? This can be sometimes honestly &en, with participants 



expecting Little r d  protection. Daniel Wolf (1991) wrote about an outlaw motorcycle 

club in Edmonton, Alberta, that, while cleady obtuse at times, presented a portrait that 

would not engender their welcome in your neighbourhood. Barrett's (1 987) ethnography 

about the radical right wing in Canada was not apologist in any rnanner, yet was 

apparently well received by some of the racists themselves (personal communication). 

Outlaw biken and Fascists, however, enjoy a rogue reputation to begin with, and their 

wibgness to risk subversion may not be shared by all groups. 

Such openness might be more difficult to broker amongst the elites in society. A 

lawyer's bar association or other hi@ statu organization would likely not allow 

det tered access to their ranks. Even if a gifted fieldworker were able to do so, the 

ethical problems are reaiiy not lessened. True, the beneficiaries of unequal power 

relationships may deserve our best subversive efforts; but this assumes that we can 

identiS who is benefiting, and limit the eEect of our ultùnate products to them alone. 

Rehuillng to the comments about Chinese neighbourhoods in Markham and 

Vancouver, there is little guidance to be found in deciding who the elites are - the redity 

is farrnore cornplex. 1 could decide that muent  immigrants building monster homes are 

clearly advantaged, and that their actions are hamllng other Chinese people in Canada by 

engendering racism. Such would accurately reflect the sentiments of most people 1 

interviewed. Aitematively, I could decide that the information is simply too harmhl to 

present, and keep my thoughts restricted to my fieldnotes. A third option could be based 



on the conclusion that presenting people as real and complex does more service than 

writing about them in a manner that patently gloses over potentially unf la t te~g 

findings. Obviously, I have chosen the final path, and can only await the consequences 

with some trepidation. 

Promising to protect participants and ensuring inforrned consent may satisQ base 

legai sensibilities, but can serve to delude us into believing that our ethicai work is done. 

Journalists have hKO relatively simply guidelines to live by: protect theu infamants and 

venfy al1 facts with at Ieast two independent sources. But newspapers split their pages 

into 'news' and 'commentary'. We have no such luxury in anthropology: our facts are 

interpretations and vice versa. Our knowledge is ethical to its core. 

Our howledge is ethical 

There are no quick fixes to engaging in a practice that is so po tentiaily unethical 

and subversive. For my part, 1 have tried to imagine that every line 1 write will be read 

by every participant, their fiends and family, and anyone else with an interest in the 

subject matter. This does not always satisfy intellechiai criteria, but the epistemology of 

anthropology is not rooted in abstract reason and ar3pnent. It is based on the often 

competing interests of groups, individuals (participants), the researcher, methodology, 

consequences of publishing, and theory (intellectual critena). What mediates al1 these 

interests can be called ethics. In this sense, the ethicai decisions that formulate an 



ethnography must be hcluded honestly dong with an account of methodology. We are 

in serious trouble. and cornpletely out of tune with the nature of our own howledge, if 

we believe that pre-research promises can bear the weight of mediating an ethical 

ethnography. 

Pragmatic ethical guidelines, which are necessary and widely accepted, carry 

epistemological ramifications. And if certain paths ferninist or postmodemist theonsts 

would suggest are of no help, neither is a retum to positivistic research. Whittaker notes: 

The notion that ail thought has morality built into it, an idea so 
fundamental to the interpretive paradigm, would be completely wrong 
fkom the perspective of positivism. Indeed this very mord possibility 
is seen as  a dangerous "error", a bias that positivism itself is expected 
to correct. (1 98 1 : 449) 

Geertz noted the folly of both extreme positivism and a foreshadowed 

This flight into scientism, or, on the other side, into subjectivism, are 
but signs that the tension cannot be any longer borne, that nenre has 
failed and a choice has been made either to suppnss either one's 
hurnanity or one's rationality. These are the pathologies of science, not 
its nom. (1968: 158) 

A consideration of ethics cm easily lead one to a nihilistic appraisal of fieldwork. 

Every action on the anthropologist's part requires a consideration of harm and justice, and 

it is oniy sheer delusion that allows us to believe a cornmittee or forms in triplkate can 

fiee us from this condition. Such judgments are never a matter of choosing the moraily 



nght course: lying and carefidly wessed (but never eliminated) risks are part of the 

ethical mandate. Our laiowledge is dependent upon the ultimate authority of the 

researcher to present data that balances meaning with protection, and explanation with 

consequence. Small wonder some suggest we give up the enterprise of anthropology. 

Even if we did pack up our tents and retreat into the libraq, we would be 

cornmithg the ethical act of non-action (truly, there is no escape!), and denying our 

belief that anthropology haç any meaning or worth. Having attracted some very bright 

and just people over the 1 s t  century, it is difEcult to believe there is no worth to what we 

do. And if we could learn to ernbrace ethical dilemmas, we might h d  a new arena of 

public contribution in an age where issues of technology, exchange of information, 

individual pnvacy, and media dominance are begging for ethicai guidance. 

Conclusion: the medium is the method. 

This chapter began by challenging the traditional theory discussion as sufficient 

background for ethnograp hy, and promised a methodological accounting for this proj ect 

in its place. This was a device, of course, for one cannot split the world into pragmatic 

(methodological) and abstract (theoretical) categories. 

Our theones are al1 too often built upon abstract thought and literatue reviews, 

then foisted upon our data as though they were so many insects to be categorized into 

species. Data are created by our methodology, limitations brought to the field, the nature 



of networks and individuals we encounter, and, most importantiy, are essentidly ethical 

embodiments. There is no reason why our theoretical musings cannot tackle such issues. 

There has been a great deal of self-flagellation involved in outlining the Life of this 

thesis, and this too was done deliberately. Self-satisfaction within the discipline left us 

wide open to criticism - with just cause. We have existed in a state of self-delusion. An 

ability to understand the lllnits of one's understanding is at least as important as the 

understanding gained itself. Unreflexive knowledge is a pleasant mental exercise at best, 

and entirely without meaning. 1 have attempted to steer away f?om angst ridden navel- 

gazhg and self exploration, which to many postmodernists and feminists is the chosen 

route to reflexive knowledge. In fact, it is Emile Durkheim who cornes to mind as more 

suitable example to follow. As we ought to do more often in anthropology, he took great 

pains to isolate the conceptual domain (i.e., the limits of knowledge) that sociology dwelt 

in, and presented this as methodology - not theory. Rules for the Explanarion of Social 

Facts remains a classic attempt to understand just what sociologicd knowledge was, in 

a manner that could be applied to concrete research. 

By reason of this principle, society is not a mere sum of individuals. 
Rather, the system formed by their association represents a specific 
reality which has its own characteristics. ... If, then, we begin with the 
individual, we shall understand nothing of what takes place in the 
group. In a word, there is between psychology and sociology the same 
break in continuity as between biology and physiochemical sciences. 
Consequently, evely time that a social phenomenon is directly 
explained by a psychological phenomenon, we may be sure the 
explanation is false. (Durkheim, 1988 (ong. 1938): 241) 



Note how he was able to marry abstract ideas about the nature of sociological 

lmowledge to concrete statements about methodology. Psychological factors cannot 

explain social phenornena His structural-fiinctionalism may have been too clean, too 

ordered for curent tastes; but he stands out as  a thinker who understood the difference 

between abstract philosophy and the actual practice of sociology. Let me stress that 1 am 

not endorsing a revival of Durkheim's approach - his method lacked the flexibility of 

adaptation to specific contexts and courted a vision of individuals who were incapable of 

innovation and action. What 1 am suggesting is that his problem - how to understand the 

nature of sociological howledge conditioned by methodological approach - should be 

our problem. We would do well to follow such an example. 

I would like to conclude this chapter by explaining what was gained in this study 

(beyond the chapters to follow ! ). A friend of mine, an archaeologist, playfblly dismisses 

qualitative methods as proving nothing when al1 is said and done. 1 agree, qualitative 

methodology is not the cup of tea for those who prefer tidy causai models. However, to 

limit our understanding of human societies to that which can be quantified is to assume 

that we understand the 'big picture' sficiently to commence mopping up the fine points 

of mystery. 

So far as this project goes, there is every reason to believe that the 'big picture' 

eludes us to date. Had I simply set out to understand Chinese ethnicity in K-W by way 

of a survey, something that is routinely accepted as both a meaningful category and 



approach in both sociology and anthropology, 1 wodd have completely missed the 

distinctions between Hong Kong Chinese. mainland Chinese. Taiwanese, ethnicdy 

Chinese but from couutries such as Laos and Vietnam, anluent immigrants, less anluent 

descendants of the previous generation of immigrants, and so forth. Such distinctions are 

effortlessly understood by the people 1 interviewed, and no brilliance was required on rny 

part to fïnd them out. What was required was my presence, ignorance, and flexibility to 

combine my own interests with those of the participants. 

The very process of finding out who 1 "should really tak  to" was instructive, and 

would have been completely untapped had 1 randomly selected suitable respondents for 

a survey. The process of engaging in conversations, albeit strategized fkom my end, 

allowed me to remain sensitive to complex answers to simple questions. For example, in 

asking for comments on Rushton's theory of racial hierarchy, 1 was at times given a 

qualified "yes": yes, "Orientais" tend to achieve more, but this has more to do with hard 

work than inherent superiority. This is an important twist, reflecting some thought and 

a great deal of sophistication on the part of participants. A "somewhat agree" coding on 

a survey would not convey such complexity. 

The confrontation that is fieldwork tends to inspire a heaithy humility in the 

researcher. People are complex, and most will not d e r  fools well. People are aiso kind 

and generous. By interacting with people face-to-face, one cannot ignore the human 

equation to such abstract ideas as ethnicity, race and gender. If the trade-off required to 



gain such appreciation is a -der of absolute proof and reiiability, a winning deal has 

been struck. 



Chapter 3 

A Chinese Commnnity? 

A community. Who would not want to belong to one? In large-scale, impersonal 

urban societies, communities bind us together in rneaningfbl and mutually supportive 

collectives. They may be based on afnliatiom of ethnicity (Chinese), temtory (the 

Beechwood neighbourhood in Waterloo), political activism (Greenpeace), or even 

professional guilds (police officers). Anthony Cohen argued that communities can 

transcend geographic proximity: "As we have seen, the niminution of the geographicai 

bases of community boundaries has led to their renewed assertion in symbolic terms." 

(1 9 85: 1 1 7) Evoking nostdgic sensibilities of family and fkiendship, the symbolic 

community seems to represent a marrying of 'old-fashioned' simplicity to modern hustle 

and bustle - we c m  belong to a close-luit group without segregating ourselves fÏom the 

multiple unrelated ailegiances that characterize life in the latter part of this century. Tuan 

Yi-fu (1996) goes so far as to identify a wonderfil condition - 'hi& modemism' - where 

the individual can embrace both the complex world (cosmos) and the community (hearth, 

home). 

There was a time when anthropologists focussed almost exclusively on mal1 

villages or migrant bands, and did not vend much tirne worrying about whether or not 

they were communities - such a debate wodd have been somewhat redundant. In the 

urban context, we have borrowed the terrn nom sociologists, and often use it to suggest 



the existence of reformutated bands or villages existing withing broader social structures. 

When approachg potentiai participants, answering quees  b niends, or speaking to 

a seminar of peers and profasors, the phrase "I'm doing a study of the Chinese community 

in Kitchener-Waterloo ! " is universally understood. Therein Lies the danger of the concept: 

it is too easy to employ without question. The utopian ideal of the community is an 

honourable one, but of dubious merit as an unquestioned object of shidy. Anthropology 

was founded on studies of race, which were eventually put aside in favour of studies of 

culture (see Stocking, 1982). In recent yzars, the culture concept has been challenged 

(Abu-Lughod, 199 1), and it may be tempting to follow the sociological lead and c l a h  

communities as our object of study. But for aii the same reasons that culture has been 

questioned (assumptions of hornogeneity, denial of individual choice and action), we 

shouid be careful not to seize new words that might amount to little more than cornmunity 

and ethnicity repackaged in "new and improved!" Labels for the same old ideas. It is a 

ris@ imitation of laundry soap marketing. 

A problem with conducting fieldwork and fomulating projects is that one must 

be prepared to provide some description of intent to provide participants and academic 

agencies with, and I must confess that I presented a study concemed with the "Chinese 

community in K-W. Given the body of fiterature concerned with "the Chinese" and 

"Chinese cornmunities" in Canada, such a presentation was not dounded. But while 

participants were no t offended by the label, few agreed that we could speak of a Chinese 



community without noting some distinctions and occasional discord. 

Rather than set up a "straw man" of a Chinese community to be beaten down - and 

this seems extreme in the face of widespread acceptance of the idea - this chapter will split 

the concept into two ideal types: the front and back stages of Chinese commiirllty. They 

exist in dialecticai relationship, and neither is more saiient or more important than the 

other. The reader must remember that as ideal types, the fkont and back stages are 

exaggerated constructions, not reality, and gioss over detail for the purpose of cornparison 

and explanation. In fact, 1 am not completely cornfortable with the use of "stages" as a 

metaphor. It is visualist (see Fabian, 1983), and can serve to draw vain attention to the 

cleverness of the anthropologist. It is the participants of this shidy who possess expertise 

in balancing different connotations of a Chinese community, and their realities are not 

ideal, they are lived. 

The fkont stage is where a public and symbolic Chinese cornmunity is shared by 

both Chinese and non-Chinese people. It is represented by, among other things, the 

cultural centre, ethnic businesses, and many academic works. The image of the Chinese 

on the fiont stage is homogeneous, simpley ideal, and could be called the surface of 

Chinese expenence. Common social understanding, in large part, is found on the fkont 

stage, for it requires no particuiar expertise or sophistication to grasp. 

The back stage is where those "in the how" mut  contend with the many 

distinctions and divisions that pemeate the supposed community presented on the fiont 



stage. Cantonese and Mandarin, male and female, insula. newcomers and established 

Chinese families are the sort of distinctions made on the back stage. It is an arena of 

heterogeneity and complexity, it requires deep understanding, and represents who people 

"realIyl' are. But it is no more important than the &ont stage to participants; it is shply  

more refined 1 am reluctant to c d  the back stage covert, for this wodd imply a deliberate 

conspiracy of silence. By its very nature, the back stage prevents such consistent and 

unified action. It is hidden to non-lhinese people as  a d e ,  however, while requuing 

participating Chinese people to be keenly aware of each other's distinctions and their own 

relationship to the same. 

Carolle Sirnard's (1 99 1) study of the Chinese community is an example of the 

back stage being glossed over for an unquestioned front stage - the Chinese comportent 

of a larger multi-ethic study was overwhelmingly represented by those immigrated fiom 

Hong Kong (seven out of eight participants), something that anyone familiar with the back 

stage would know is wong. Even if she were a member of a Chinese cultural centre. 

As with al1 models, ideal types are deliberately simplincations of cornplex and 

shifting social realities. The reader is cautioned to treat it with due suspicion, and bear in 

rnind that 1 favour the simplicity of a duality (front-back) in the hope that such a 

presentation is more transparent, and thus vuherable to reinterpretatio~ than more 

complex models are. 



The Buck Stage 

Strictly on the basis of personal experience, 1 strongly suspected that there was no 

such thing as a homogeneous Chinese community before research began. To that end, 1 

asked al1 participants if indeed it was faK to speak of a Chinese community. The 

divisions. distinctions and stereotypes that were revealed as a result represent the 'back 

stage' of Chinese identity in K-W. and pose a serious challenge to any work that treats 

'Chinese' as a suitably discrete category of afliliation. Hong Kong Chinese, mainland 

Chinese, Taiwanese, ethnic Cantonese fiom Laos, Vietnamese Chinese, ethnic Cantonese 

nom Malaysia, recent immigrants. refugees, 'established' Chinese (non-immigrants), and 

just plain Cantonese and Mandarin speakers are some of the prominent categories that 

were widely employed. 

Some of these categories were presented as unfavourable stereotypes, others, 

benign identifications. In any case, my intent is not to present an unilattering portrait of 

participants, but to reflect the complex reality of identification and differences that are 

masked whenever researchers write about Chinese culture, community or ethnicity. 

Consider the folIowing passage fiom an ethnography by Bernard Wong, Ethnicity and 

Entrepreneurship: B e  Nèw Chinese Immigrants in the San Francisco Bay Area: 

Some Chinese immigrants keep their Chinese cultural orientation in dealing 
with things. people, and the unknown. They celebrate all the customs and 
festivals of the Chinese culture. In their homes. they use only Chinese style 
furniture and, following the advice of geomancers (Feng Shui experts). eat 



ody  Chinese food. They work ody  with Chiaese h s  and interact only with 
Chinese people in America (1998: 108) 

Wong began the ethnography by detailhg the various ongins of p s t  and present 

immigrants that are caiied the Chinese in Amenca, but then proceeded to treat them as a 

single cultural, culinary, religious, and social unit While it is tnie that certain practices 

are shared amongst most Chinese nations - Feng Shi, Chinese New Year, temples - they 

analyticdy on a par with a Christian, European or North American culture. 

This assumption of community or culture c m  be couched in politicaiterms. In that 

there has been a s o q  history of official and informal racism in Canada directed toward 

Chinese people, some assume that group sufferhg will be opposed by group action. 

Chinese Canadiam: Voicesfiom a Commun@ (Huang and Jeffery, 1 992) is a deIightfûl 

collection of interviews with Cbinese Canadians, and generally celebrates the contribution 

of successfbi members and improved status of the community at large. A concluding 

essay in the same compilation by Peter S. Li expiores the changing struggles and 

demographic makeup of the Chinese in Canada, and concludes: 

It is difficult to speculate what the future will be for Chinese Canadians. 
The historical facts suggest that the road towards equality has been 
hazardous and precarious. It would appear that despite the econornic 
and occupational advances made by Chinese Canadians in recent 
decades, they have yet to cross the social barrien to full acceptance into 
Canadian society. (1 992: 273) 

The shift fiom group oppression to assumed group action is subtle, and would 

assume, for example, that Chinese Canadians in cities as close as K-W and Toronto wodd 
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be unified in some meaningfûl way. However, in the course of this study, 1 f o n d  quite 

the opposite to be hue. 1 talked to al1 participants about some of the very public 

xenophobia that had arisen in recent years toward growing Chinese neighbourhoods in 

anluent suburbs such as near Vancouver and Toronto (Markham, Scafborough). In 

general, people had less to Say about the history of anti-Chinese sentiment in Vancouver, 

but most were aware of two issues that had been matters of public debate in suburban 

centres near Toronto: the Agincourt Plaza (where al1 the businesses and signs were 

exclusively Chinese) and the 'monster home' trend (where recent Unmigrants fiom Hong 

Kong had been accused of taking over neighbourhoods and building large homes). 1 

cannot stress enough the value of qualitative research in exploring opinions on this issue - 

my expectation had been, wrongly, that participants would have taken the public outcry 

as a painful sign of enduring racism. 

A typical attitude was represented by Sharon, who had Iived in K-W for over 

twenty years, and fint came to Canada kom Hong Kong to attend university. She was 

involved in Chinese associations in tom,  and was a most animated and intense person to 

interview. On the topic of the growing Chinese neighbourhoods of more recent Hong 

Kong immigrants north of Toronto, she had the following comments: 

"To me, and I was bom in Hong Kong, 1 can see how Canadians thuik. They [the 
Hong Kong Chinese] take over a portion of a city, force people to change signs - 
every corner you see it - it's a bit overdoing it. ... You have to, in a way, follow 
tradition. ... The way they park! My husband &ove down there recently, and 1 
told him to be care ful ! . . . They have their own circle of niends, al1 rich, and they 



dont speak English. They want to have Hong Kong here. They compare their 
kick to ours and look down on us [for not raising the children in a proper Chinese 
m a ~ e r ]  . 

Sharon's characterization of recent Hong Kong immigrants in the Toronto area as 

unwilling to adjust to Canadian ways and generdiy deservlig of public disapproval was 

echoed by many others. These more ment  immigrants were varyingly refmed to as the 

Hong Kong people, or the Cantonese, but the disparaging opinions were not directed at 

al1 Cantonese-speaking people. One woman in her early twenties of age, Mary, who was 

Cantonese-Laotian herself, had the following story reflecting the boorish (my word) 

conduct of more recent immigrants fiom Hong Kong: 

"Once, these fiends of my parents came over - theylre Cantonese - and the whole 
time they treated my parents like second class, like children ... it's the sarne when 
I'm at a party with mainly Hong Kong people - they look down on me. [she then 
recounted meeting the same people who had treated her parents poorly at a 
shopping mail, and told me they had ignored her]" 

The above passage does not convey the bittemess in Mary's voice - it was 

haunting. Both she and Sharon shared the view that newer Chinese immigrants were 

essentially mobbish and not to be taken as representative of al1 Chinese people. 

Such dynamics are far ftom unique to Chinese Canadians. Micheline Labelle 

(1 997) described a reverse split in various ethnic tcommunitiesl in Montreal - Haitian 

community leaders, for example, were aware of the problems in representing more 

established and affiuent long-term residents alongside less anluent and established 
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newcomers. In essence, the commimity was splintered by the ongoing history of 

immigration. 

Not everybody was critical of the new neighbourhoods or the dl-Chinese plazas 

such as "Agincourt Plaza" that have been at the centre of controversy. Mike, a man in his 

slxties, blamed Canadian racism that punished the Chiriese both historically for stealing 

workingtlass jobs, and now for being successful. 1 heard an account of another man who 

said, "Here w e  go again, they're aiways out to get the Chinese." Two o the~  participants 

were not as  vehement in their charges of racism, but nevertheless did not blame the recent 

Chinese immigrants for the public xenophobia However, most people held some negative 

stereotype of more recent Hong Kong immigrants. John, having moved to Canada fiom 

Hong Kong very recently, expressed a negative view toward all-Chinese neighbourhoods. 

It's not nght what they're doing. 1 mean, 1 moved into a subdivision here, and 1 
took a look around at rny neighbours. We back onto a lake, and 1 wanted to build 
a fence for my children [protection] but no one else did so 1 just watch them 
closely instead. 

In discwsing Chinatowns - a more politically neutral topic - most people explained 

that a benefit to living in K-W was precisely that no concentrated Chinese neighbourhoods 

existed. K-W was described as 'fnendly and open', in opposition to Chinatowns where the 

merchants were often descnbed as both snobbish ("1 try to speak Cantonese to hem, but 

because it's not perfect they won't even talk back sometimes! " - Kim) and rnercenary: 

many reported that with the recent growth of Vietnamese populations in Toronto, 
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Chinatown shops were caterkg k c r - a i ~ g ! y  ?n ncn-eese people. 

D2vid Chuenyan Lai's Chinatowns (1988). is a comprehensive study of the 

Chinatown phenornenon in Canada, yet in considering the revival O flrictona's Chinatown, 

he proposed: "A comprehensïve plan shodd be devised to retain the Iabyrinthine 

characteristics of 'the forbidden city', enhance its viabitity as a heritage entity, and preserve 

it as 'a sociopsychological well' to which the Chinese, young and old, c m  retum to water 

their cultural roots and refiesh themselves." (268-9) While the people 1 met in K-W 

appreciated the ability to buy speciality foods and other goods unavailable here, the 

general attitude toward Chinatown in Toronto was of a place to visit innequently for 

necessary shopping - their "sociopsychological welis" seemed full. 

1 suppose it would be naive on my part to expect a different attitude. Mer ail, if 

Chhatown was seen as an ideal to a person, they would move near there. However, the 

sociological literature seems to take it for granted that Chinese people would prefer to live 

in either a Chinatown (or nearby) or a Chioese suburban enclave. Without denying the 

historic and current importance of Chinatowns in many North Amencan cities, it is worth 

questioning the symboiic importance of Chinatowns to Chinese identity or community. 

It is as though they have captured a romantic zeal in the public imagination, and have led 

researchers to assume they exist as the epicentre of a unified Chinese community. Lai 

described a shift fiom old to new Chinatowns with a positively evolutionary twist - the 



assumption being that critical masses of Chinese people will necessarily give rise to a 

Chinatown, new or old: 

To these new Chinese immigrants [post 19671, the Old Chinatown was 
merely an area where they could taste genuine Chinese food and 
purchase Chinese commodities not available in other parts of the city. 
However, this changed rapidly when many Hong Kong and Taiwanese 
entrepreneurs established new restaurants and supermarkets outside the 
Old Chinatown. ... Thus New Chinatowns began to emerge not only in 
the suburbs of large metropolitan cities, but also in cities where no 
Chinatowns had been established before. (Lai, 1988: 279) 

While Lai only promised a study about Chinatowns, and cannot be criticized for 

providing such, the &ont stage of community is unquestioned. For those whom 1 met in 

K-W, the back stage involved a distancing between themselves and Chinatown in Toronto: 

ranging fiom neutral disinterest to outright distaste. Social scientists have largely failed 

to look beyond such obvious symbols in studying 'communities', and thus contribute to 

a false hornogeneous portrait of "the Chinese." In the course of one interview, Linda 

described a party she was at recently where she met a man who spoke Cantonese. They 

spent the evening convening in the common language. As she concluded the story, she 

referred back to our earlier discussion of Chinatowns by saying, "You don7 need to have 

Chinatowns to have a comrnunity." The back stage in this case is not necessarily a matter 

of inter-K-W dynamics, but nevertheless has been instructive in peeling back some 

common Iayen of misunderstanding that permeate both popular and academic 

imaginations. 
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Closer to home, 1 encountered additional distinctions. The fh t ,  ratber than being 

expresseci in £ked categories, can best be interpreted as a gradation from Chinese-Chinese 

to pattially Chinese. 

"You want Chinese-Chinese people to speak to? [I replied 1 wanted to meet al1 
sorts of people ...] I have a fkiend you can taik to, but she's Laotian too - is that 
okay? ..." - Tanya 

" Whenever rm with Chinese people, older people who are more Chinese than 
me, I feel like an outsider" ... "1 wasn't attractive to Chinese men [as a younger 
woman] 1 wasn't submissive enough." - Linda 

Tanya was a fiend of mine prior to this project. She had corne to Canada as a 

child in the 1980s with her family as church-sponsored refugees from Laos. While 

Laotian by birth, her f d y  roots were in fact Cantonese, and they spoke both languages. 

As a researcher, 1 welcomed the additional representation for the study, but Tanya's 

hesitation in recommending a fiend who might not be 'adequately Chinese' was telling - 

and likely resulted fiom my self-presentation as a researcher studying Chinese people. 

Linda was bom in another province and raised in a town where her family was for the 

longest time the only Chinese residents. She spoke fluent Cantonese however, and her 

professional clientele was based in part upon her connections to other Chinese people. 

Yet she described other, older people as being 'more Chinese'. 

Those who described themseIves as less Chinese than others were a relative 

minority, exclusiveiy women, and either married to non-Chinese men or nom a 



background descnbed as not completely Chinese. There is another temi 1 encountered - 

'bananas' - used to describe younger people bom in Canada who were 'yellow on the 

outside but white on the inside'. The next chapter will ded with this term in greater depth, 

but for the curent discussion it is raised in the context of a gradation nom Chinese- 

Chinese to less so. 

By raising the issue of those who might be considered less Chinese than others, 1 

do not mean to imply a rift amongst Chinese people in K-W. The point is to accent the 

complexities of the back stage that are evident upon investigation. Particularly when 

considering a visible minority, it is all too easy to consider the 'members' as possessing 

equal amounts of that minority group's 'culture' or essence. I introduced the experiences 

of Tanya and Linda to Mermore  show that language is not necessady a reliable 

indicator of 'ethnic' solidarity or commonality. Both spoke fluent Cantonese. A great deal 

of attention has been paid to 'hentage languages' (Swidinsky and Swidinsky, 1997, for 

example) as a sign of successfÙl multiculturalism. The danger lies in assuming that a 

shared language is suffkient to maintain a 'community'. 

The Canadian census lists 'Chinese speaking' as a choice of home language or 

mother tongue to be listed. The 'back stage' is certainly not elusive in this case, for 

Cantonese and Mandarin are mutually incomprehensible Ianguages! (There are a few 

shared words, but not enough to conduct even a simple conversation in.) The distinction 

goes beyond language, however. In tems of stereotypes placed upon Cantonese speaking 



people, there is some relationship to the attitudes expressed toward the new Hong Kong 

immigrants as desmbed before. but 1 found that a characterhtion was at rimes applied 

to ail "the Cantonese"- 

"1 have three good Cantonese friends only ... Some people feel they cannot mDc 
with the Cantonese. 1 do not know about white people, for them the cornpetition 
is less severe. It's a différent philosophy" - Robert 

"You can always tell the Cantonese. they're loud and obnoxious !" - Sharon (who 
was Cantonese herself, and made the comment with laughter) 

"1 don? have much to do with the Chinese cultural centre, itrs really al1 controlled 
by the Cantonese." - Nancy 

Loud, obnoxious, controlling and insular. Such would summarize some of the 

stereotypes, often offered by Cantonese-speaking people themselves, of the Cantonese 

people as a whole. 1 would disagree with Donald Taylor (1981) who argues that ail 

stereotypes contain a kernel of tmth. These are stereotypes without much basis beyond 

the tonal nature of the Cantonese language and the animated rnanner in which it is spoken. 

What is interesting, however, is the application of personality types on the basis of a 

language whose speakers c m  trace their histones back to Hong Kong, the south of China, 

Malaysia, Laos and Vietnam. 

Mandarin speakers fkom mainland China were seen as mysterious and ciosed by 

many 1 encountered. Often this was accounted for by the fact that many mainland Chinese 



immigrants in K-W were students, or that a communist country resulted in such 

personalities. 

"As for the mainland people; overd they are very reserved. They have a fear of 
change. It is a communist country." - J d e r  

'The mainland Chinese are more closed They don't trust. They have to leam to 
be more open. They should respect other people more." - Josie 

"Those of us h m  China are more closed. We have a d i f fan t  language and fïnd 
it harder to get dong weii with the Cantonese nom Hong Kong. It's ideological. 
In Hong Kong it's ail  commercial. ... We grew up being told what to th.i.uk..." - 
Barbara 

In the quotations regarding both Mandarin and Cantonese speakers, I deliberately 

included members reflecting on their own linguistic peers. The language stereotypes were 

not expressed with the same vehemence that one encounters when certain anglophone 

Canadians characterize French Canadians as a different race, for example. However, 

language is used as a marker of difference. 

Three wamings that should be registered here. First, there is nothing unique to 

Chinese people in categoruing each other, and making stereotypical assumptions on that 

basis. For example, Frans Schryer (1998) described how Dutch immigrants to Ontario 

rnaintained a 'pillar' system ofdivision that was transported and then partially ûmsforrned. 

Second, anthropologists have not been immune to the idea that a given culture will 

produce people with generally common personalities and qualities - Ruth Benedict was 

the pioneer of the Culture and Personality school of authropology (see Benedict, 1932) 

Finally, it must be restated that Cantonese and Mandarin stereotypes are not a source of 



bitter dinsion, and seem to be comfortably believed by most people 1 met. A final irony 

is that the COCCC recently adopted English as the language used in meetings - i t was the 

ody  common one between ali  members! 

So fiu, the notion of community has been exposed as too sïxnplisîic, whether one 

wishes to consider apan-Canadian Chinese culture or a seamless community in K-W. The 

h a l  distinction that shaii be explored is one of gender. 1 hesitate to include gender in an 

argument against notions of community for two reasons. First, women are 

ovmepresented in this study, and despite the belief of many feminists that women ought 

to be studied in their own right, I would prefer to have more input ikom men - gender 

being a relational category. Second, there is a trend in the popular media and 

entertainment fields to treat the experience of Chinese women as a given within North 

American Chinese culture. A m y  Tan novels come to mind as embodying this iconic 

representation of young Chinese women stmggiing to come to terms with their mothea. 

Yet there is no reason to beiieve that young generations of any ethnic, cultural or social 

group do not have to balance the authority of older generations against their own desires. 

My experience in the field is worth recounting, however, for it does challenge the 

mother-daughter strife as defining the life of young Chinese women in North Amenca. 

In fact, rnost young women whom 1 met talked about both parents and their brothen as 

dennuig their family life. Furthemore, 'back home' was almost universally used as 



representing a less desirable iife for women. Regardless, the experience of women shouid 

not be overlooked when questionhg the notion of community- 

"My brothers, they can get away with anything!" - Tanya 

"A Chinese family is part of your heritage. Some good and some bad, it's hard 
to break. Overall it's more good - except for the guy thing: girls don? matter." - 
Barbara 

"Here, very often the husbands can never be as important as they were back 
home, and the wives often do better. Then the husbands take it out on their wives 
or divorce them." - Ming 

"My friends worry about how strictly my brothers treat me, but I know it's just 
their [the brothers'] way of carkg." - Brenda 

[on the topic of Chinese families] 'Wot dl our ways are nice. They can be 
restrictive and not very fiiendly." - Nancy 

Women ovenvhelmingly viewed Canada as a better environment to live in, and 

often contrasted this to 'back home' where they would have to be s u b s e ~ e n t  to their 

husbands. Conversely , the only issue of gender imbalance raised by men was created fkom 

nut being back home. Some men told me stories of Hong Kong businesmen leaving their 

families in Canada once established only to revisit them a few tirnes a year. This was 

nowned upon as unfair to the wives and children. Women also recounted this trend to me. 

This male dominance, which was seen as fading in Canada as younger generations 

established families, was not unifom. By this, 1 mean that in certain areas, such as having 

open conversations, women were seen as supexior (though one might attribute this to a 



characterization of women as emotionai and thus weak). 1 have already rnentioned the 

trend of recommended contacts in the field where I was directed to women far more ofien 

than men. This was difficuit for me to understand, and despite asking people directly why 

this might be the case, I was never given an expianation. 1 sensed that perhaps men were 

seen as too important to be bothered with a nosy anthropologist at tunes, but alternatively 

1 had the sense nom younger women that their fathers and brothers were too conservative 

and traditional for their tastes, and thus not suitably open for i n t e ~ e w s .  

When one looks at such factors as the representation on the board of directors at 

the COCCC (roughly half are women), and the professional mobility of the female 

participants 1 encountered, it is easily understandable why women view Canadian He as 

preferable. Again in the spirit of 'writing against the grain' of community and 

characterizing these dynamics of gender a s  somehow uniquely Chinese, it must be pointed 

out that the lot of earlier generations of al1 Canadian women was worse than it is now. 

Among my own age group, most of our mothers held full time jobs and carried by far the 

burden of managhg the household. When participants spoke of 'back home', perhaps it 

is not so different than fiends of mine comparing their desires to their parents. 

The back stage of the Chinese community is really nothhg more than the sort of 

detail lost in considering "Chinese" comrnunities or culture as a cohesive group. 

Whenever I asked participants if it was f& to speak of a 

answers were mixed, but most noted the distinctions 

Chinese community in K-W, 

between new and previous 



immigrants, and Cantonese and Mandarin speakers. Of course this ethnography is now 

guilty of its own gosses of detail - each individuai has a unique history and context. 

However, the sort of distinctions I have noted h m  are commody known and used, and 

far b m  presenting an unflattering portrait of participants, they serve to demonstrate that 

what is so often oversimplified is in fact as complex and himian as any other existence. 

The Front Stage 

There is an annual Multicultural Festival each summer held in Victoria Park 

(Kitchener). Chikiren's garnes, music, dancing, and dozens of s t d s  seihg intemationai 

crafts draw thousands of local residents. If you make your way to the food court, you will 

see tents with banners korn various cultural associations: the Vietnamese Cathok Youth, 

Greek, Croatian, and Kurdish groups are al1 serving wonderfil fares. And, as you may 

have guessed, you will find a banner representing the Central Ontario Chinese Cultural 

Centre. Welcome to the fkont stage! 

The fiont stage of Chinese community consists of those common symbols, events 

and practices that are part of the wider public conscience. In addition to a booth serving 

egg rolls and chop suey (two foods that are Canadianized versions of Chinese food), one 

may encounter the Chinese community by attending the annual Chinese New Year festival 

at City Hall, eating at a Chinese restaurant, or even having a Chinese person as a CO- 

worker. 



The last instance, of the CO-worker, is not fancy on my part. 1 went to meet a 

participant at her work place for an intenriew. I had never met this woman, but she ageed 

to an i n t e ~ e w  via a helpful fnend of mine who approached her on my behaK My &end 

greeted me at his cubicle, and introduced me around to his neighbours. They leamed what 

1 was there for, and began to fondly joke about this woman: 'Oh, shets always taiking that 

h m y  Chinese taik on the phones!", and, "She sure is the right person to taik to - she 

belongs to al1 sorts of Chinese clubs.", and, 'Whenever she's talking Chinese on the phone, 

she's probably t a h g  to all her family!". These comments were said kind'iy, and indeed 

this wornan played up her role as a boisterous, no-nonsense Chinese wornan with her 

fi5ends and CO-workers. And compared to many non-Chinese people 1 know in K-W, her 

CO-workers seemed quite comfortable and knowledgeable about the Chinese. 

As the above perceptions illustrate, the public image of the Chulese community 

and identity is far removed fiom the reality of the back stage. That said, there is a 

different reality at work here, and it would be a mistake to discount the front stage as 

uninformed or unworthy of examination. The participants 1 met were not offended by the 

term Chinese, and in fact use the terni O fien. Members of the COCCC were proud of their 

contribution to the Multiculhual Festival and annual Chinese New Year celebration 

(which is completely managed by the centre), and I was fiequently encouraged to attend 

both. The fiont stage may be simplistic and surface level, but it is not dismissed by those 

who fully understand the back stage. 



The best way to understand the characteristics of the fiont stage is to look at a few 

examples, and isolate the public symbolism h m  the back stage. Chinese ethnic 

businesses, the Chinese ianguage school, and the COCCC (there are other, smder 

organizations in K-W such as the Lan Tin Club and the Chinese Women's Federation) 

wili serve well to illustrate the fiont stage of the Chinese community in K-W. By looking 

into these cases in some depth, it is unavoidable that certain inconsistencies wiU be noted, 

or fdacies revealed. This is not be taken as a negative attack (such as pointing out that 

egg r o k  are not traditional Chinese food), but as an exampie of the complex dialectical 

relationship between the &ont and back stages. 

Chinese Ethnic Businesses: 

K-W is home to numerou Chinese restaurants, a Cantonese video rental shop, a 

branch of the Hong Kong Bank of Canada that offers services in both Cantonese and 

Mandarin, a Chinese food wholesaler, a travelling caterer who will cook Chinese food in 

customers driveways (in a large truck outfitted as kitchen), a Chinese grocery store and 

many professionals from acupunRinsts to lawyers who cater to Chinese clientele. To most 

non-Chinese residents, these represent the obvious signs of a Chinese cornmunity. 

In arguing that the front stage of the Chinese community i s  a matter of public 

symbolism, there i s  no better example than the Chinese ethnic business. In t a h g  to 

various entrepreneurs and professionals, one theme was universal - few businesses could 



depend on strictly Chinese clients and survive. This fies in the face of sociological 

studies that assume ethnic businesses are a sign of a cohesive ethnic community, or are an 

economic necessity resuitiag h m  structural racism. In K-W, such businesses (with the 

exception of the Cantonese video store) represent a public arena of contact between the 

Chinese commmity and ail others. 

In visiting and observing the clients of restaurants (a most welcome aspect of 

fieldwork!) and the Cbinese grocery store 1 had been told of, 1 was stnick by the mix of 

people patronizing each Now, 1 cannot determine on sight a person's heritage, but can 

offer that on the surface, it appears many people of European and m c a n  descent were 

present. If my own observations are weak data at best, 1 did not meet one professional or 

entrepreneur who claimed the major* of their business was in fact Chinese-based. 1 did 

meet one accountant who had recently moved to Canada fkom Hong Kong who depended 

mainly on Cantonese-speaking clientele for the time being, but he was emphatic in 

outlining his plans for working with "Canadians" (his word) as the mainstay of his fïrm. 

There was only one example 1 encountered of a business that was saictly limited to 

Chinese clients - a Cantonese video rental shop. Given what has been discussed about 

language on the back stage, what many would take to be a Chinese ethnic business would 

in fact be glossing over the back stage. 

There is another argument put forth that recent Chinese immigrants have no 

choice, due to racism, but to work at ethnic Chinese businesses. This was aImost certainly 



the case historically, but as Wong notes: "Even those [immigrants] who were relatively 

well-educated and held high school or coliege degrees in their homeland have trouble 

finding work outside of the ethnic niche if they do not speak English." (1 998: 42) That 

language may limit the employment prospects of ail immigrants nom non-English 

speaking counhes escapes the more spirited criticisms of structural racism (such as  b y Li, 

1988). While Canada most certainly demonstrates structural racism, it is reasonable to 

argue that "puil" factors with regard to economic activities operate alongside "push" 

factors. 

The Chinese ethnic business is ofien characterized as farnily based. The rnajority 

of people I met in 'Chinese' businesses of all sorts, were either individual professionals or 

hired rnainly unrelated people. Miri Song, in a superb article about Chinese take away 

restaurants in Britain, cnticized researchers who assume children are forced to work by 

parents, who in tum are forced to use the children as cheap labour: "In most cases, access 

to family labour is treated as a given, reducing family members to labour inputs, rather 

than as individuals who work together to make a living." (1 997: 692) Further on, she 

no ted that Chinese family businesses are stigmatized d a i r l y  as "racialized and dirty" as 

opposed to the more wholesome family enterprises such as f m s  (ibid: 695). 

There is a fuial aspect to ethnic businesses that is often cited: Chinese people must 

establish businesses that do not exist in competition with others due to racism. This may 

well be tme, but none of the participants 1 met claimed that a Chinese business was the 



only way to get ahead. One man who went into wholesaling had staaed in the same field 

at a Chinese business in the late 1960s). but as he explaineci, "1 had a fkiend who 

recommended me there, and my attitude was to take any job h s t ,  then look around." The 

notion that C h e  restaurants do not compete with other restaurants in town is not 

compatible with the experience ofrestauranteurs -restaurants ali compete with each other, 

given that most people ody  eat three meals a day. In fact, at a local shopping mail, a 

Chinese family used to own a Chinese food concession, but it was reported to me that they 

had not renewed their lease, and the owners of the new Chinese food counter are not 

Chinese ! 

Wong (1 998) noted that in the San Francisco area, Chinese businessa histoncally 

catered to nomChinese people, and that only in recent years has the Chinese community 

g rom smciently to comprise the buk of clients in many cases. In K-W there is nothùig 

close to a sufficient Chinese population to suggest that ethnie Chinese businesses represent 

a community or enclave. Rather, they exist as a known economic symbol that c m  be 

capitalized upon by both Chinese and non-Chinese persons. Consider the following 

statement: 

"Our business was traditionally Germans and professionals ... we could hardly 
kick them out for the ethnies, could we? ... And in fact our next office will be 
located in a caucasian neighbourhood" - John 



1 will not reveal the nature of John's business, but will reveal that he was not 

Chinese, yet was in a business that ostaisibly catered to Chinese clients. The fiont stage 

is important (a Chinese business as a symbol and means of contact with others), but can 

never be confused with a community. 1 must add that I encountered other nonochinese 

people who duected some marketing toward Chinese clients, were grateful for the 

business, and enjoyed a good trustworthy reptation with many of the Chincse people I 

met. 

Finally, in considering the Chinese ethnic business as part of the fiont stage, and 

isolating it as a symbol, not a mgn of commun.ity, I m u t  remind the reader of the countless 

Chinese people in K-W who do not work in Chinese businesses. A hairdresser, computer 

analyst, insurance salesperson, university professor, students, hornernakers, and factory 

workers are but a few examples. The business-community comection relegates them to 

drones who will paîronize mainly Chinese businesses. Given that the buk of my 

i n t e ~ e w s  took place at coffee shops like Ti. Hortons, at the request of participants, this 

assumption should be treated with caution. 

The Chinese Language School: 

Run under the auspices of the Chinese Cultural Centre, there are classes oEered 

in both Mandarin and Cantonese for children. 1 have chosen to hclude the language 

school as emblematic of the fiont stage for two reasons: it represents the most common 



expenence of al1 Chinese people, or their chilchen, in L W ;  and, as it participates in the 

govemment sponsored heritage language program, it is very much part of the public image 

of ail ethnic communities and rninorities in Canada 

1 was unprepared for the realization that language school was a vimial rite of 

passage for ai l  Chinese children growing up in K-W. It is afTordable, and very much 

expected: 

"1 may not have sent rny kids there, but everybody would have asked me why not! " 
- Sharon. 

Language is often taken as a marker of ethnic survival and solidarity in social 

studies. In that language school was a rite of passage, perhaps 1 have been too hasty to 

categorize the &ont stage as not representative of a community. But the following would 

tend to argue against community solidarity through language: 

" I don't think the kids get too much out of it. They are not interested in multi- 

linguism. And it's ironic, there's less &g petween students] at language 

school than there is at regular school." - Nancy 

"It was a waste of time. Al1 the kids around me spent more time laughing and 

playing than leaniing!" - Josie 

"1 don't know how much longer 1 c m  make them ber children] go, they don't like 

it. We hope that when they are older, they can l e m  enough to pick it 



[Cantonese] up if they want to." - Sharon 

"My husband insists that my son leanis Cantonese, Chinese ways. He rnakes him 

watch Cantonese cartoons, speaks to him aiways in Cantonese, and he goes to the 

school. .., To me, it doesnrt matter as much-" - Sue 

To the parents, language school represented a means of passing on cultural 

heritage. The children, it would appear, were not overly enthusiastic about the prospect. 

Several parents spoke to me of forcing their chiidren to go, in the hope that they would 

appreciate it in later years as aduits. In that most children wodd rank weekend school as 

low on their list of priorities, there is nothing novel in these hdings. 

Based on participation, one would have to rate the language school as among the 

most successful progmms nui by the COCCC. However, when 1 spoke to younger adults 

about thek memones of language school, they recailed mayhem more than leaming, and 

any sense of Chinese culture they explained to me was almost always drawn fiom family 

experiences. Still, this represented one aspect of Chinese community that seems quite 

As an aspect of the fiont stage, the language school was h t  introduced by most 

participants to me as Chinese Language School. Only when I probed to h d  out if both 

Cantonese and Mandarin were taught was this further explained to me. This illustrates the 

ease of shifting between fiont and back stages, even in the context of one conversation. 

For a Chinese person taiking to a non-Chinese person, Chinese language school suffices 



as a reference, and the distinctions are made o d y  when necessary. 

Some may be confident in the existence of a Chinese commufüty by reason of a 

successful language school. As a symbol of culture, perhaps this may be the case. But 

parents seemed resigned to the fact that it would essentially be up to the children (once 

adults) to maintain competence in Cantonese or Mandarin, and generally hope that some 

sense of heritage wiU be imparted. In this sense, the h n t  stage is shared by generatiow, 

with the older presenting what must seem a curïous symbol of culture to the younger. 

The Chinese Cultural Centre: 

Sitting on the corner ofvictoria and Mayfield Streets is a renovated old houe  that 

is home to the Chinese Cdtural Centre, There are about 200 families who hold 

membership, and the centre has grown nom a few members meeting in living rooms in 

the 1970s to a mode1 cultural association in K-W. 

There are two aspects to the function of the centre: public awareness and memben' 

activities. Public awareness cornes fiom participation in the Multicultural Festival, an 

annual ball, and the Chinese New Yean celebrations, among other examples. Memben' 

activities include rnanaging local radio shows in Mandarin, and until recently, Cantonese 

(there was insuflicient demand as Cantonese television, movies, and radio are widely 

available); bus trips to various tourist locations, and a newsletter with advertising directed 

at the Chuiese community. 



As a participant in officid govemment multiculturalism, the centre has a public 

profile. At the same the,  the members' activities are numemus, and fees are relatively 

low. But while the mernbership may be as high as eight hundred, there is still reason to 

discount nich a centre as the key to a community. 

"The truth is, 1 really only keep my membenhip there for business reasons." 

"You should go meet the people there, 1 think they probably h o w  more about 
Chinese people than 1 do." 

"Therets too much factionalism there. 1 wish we could get togeder more and 
have one voice." 

These three quotations, undentandably unattributed, are not meant to undennine 

the very real pride and hard work evident at the centre. Furthemore, the help 1 received 

fiom board members was second to none. 

However, we m u t  ask whose cultural centre this is. There is no need to revisit the 

distinctions masked by the term Chinese, but this does reinforce the public symbol of a 

Chulese community. 1 cannot speak to the absolute number of members who belonged 

for business reasons alone, but this was a cornmon thread of mernbership exphnation 

given to me by many. It should be stressed that a great many voluntary associations exist 

by virtue of businesspeople who wish to "network", something that should cause us to 

question how unique a cultural centre is by cornparison. 



Over the course of fieldwork, it became apparent to me that the members 1 met 

were largely professionals, and in theu mid-thirtis of age at least. 1 met one wornan who 

warked three jobs, and would have had no t h e  to join or participate as a board rnember. 

It is not uncommon to see social agencies and voluntary groups dominated by relatively 

d u e n t  and established people (Morgan, 1988). The thne and financial commitment are 

ofien beyond that of younger or poorer people. 

1 gave a quotation fkom a participant earlier in this chapter that charged the Centre 

as being Cantonese controlled. This is categorically not the case, and'the board of 

directon was represented by Taiwanese, mainland Chinese, Hong Kong Cantonese, and 

even Mdaysian Cantonese people. The Mandarin radio hour was being maintained, 

despite its limited audience, due to the need for such - the Cantonese radio hour was 

dropped (The decision was forced by the radio station). 

There is one commonality to board membmhip that became apparent duruig the 

course of fieldwork, and can be attributed to the value of the snowball technique. While 

the board of directors rnembership changes out nom year to year, it seems that directors 

are drawn fkom a relatively select group of people in town who are well-known to each 

other - if their suggestions for contacts are any measure, for the same names started 

reappearing. I dso found that many of the directors were cited to me as  examples of 

experts in the K-W Chinese comrnunity, even by people who were not members of the 

Centre! Again, this is not so unusual for voluntary associations. My wife was once on the 



board of directors at a local women's shelter, and as a result recognizes the names of most 

prominent social activists, hdra i sm,  and charity workers in tom. 

At times, such d u ~ g  the Agincourt plaza crisis, the Centre has exercised a 

political voice on behalfof Chinese Canadim. However, those I spoke to would prefer 

to foster public understanding through education and exposure to the Chinese culture, and 

do not view the centre as a lobbying organization. This is also in keeping with 

participation with govemment multicuituralism, which was not implemented to create 

bodies that wodd criticize the hand that feeds them. 

The Chinese Culhiral Centre is a voluntary association, and while it provides 

'community' activities strictly for its members, the nature of those members c m  hardly be 

cast as  representative of al1 Chinese people. Participants, whether members or not, were 

aif aware of its existence, if vaguely, and suggested it to me as the prime source of 

understanding the Chinese culture. Preserving a culture or community is too grand a task 

for one association to do, and fies in the face of our understanding of both as shared and 

lived b y al1 members of a group. 

Conclusion 

In questioning the existence of a Chinese community in K-W, more myths were 

debunked than evidence given in their favour. 1 would far rather leave the reader with an 

impression of distinction and symbols than a false presentation of a homogeneous group. 



To do so would be engaging in the creation of an urban hibe. Participants spoke nimkly 

about both unity and division, and about the ideai and the less SO, and this chapter has tned 

to repay this by taking both seriously. The distinction between front and back stage is 

merely an explanatory device - society never breaks down into clean binary divisions, but 

the device does convey the experience of people 1 met far more than would a measurement 

of salience, ethnic solidarity, or any of the other approach that questions "how much" 

community a given group has. Taking a step back, there is never a question that the 

people I met have a community - it is formdy known as KitchenerWaterloo. This is too 

easy to forget, and we should not. 

In considering some of the institutions and agencies that comprise the front stage 

of Chinese comrnunity, the reader may well be confused at this tirne. There seems to be 

far more distinction and division than cohesion and common identity. Distinctions can 

be used to denote commonality, though. Richard Alba (1980) concluded that white 

ethnicity in New York state, varied and selective as it was, served to bond those descended 

t o m  European ethnicities. How? It disthguished them fkom colonial American 

descendants (a fading elite class in the United States), and served to perpetuate the myth 

of white immigrants succeeding against al1 odds and assuming a privileged role over other 

non-white groups (p.3 1 5). The particular was tram formed into the general. 

But the front stage is not a transformation of the back stage - a simplification it 

most certaùily is, but unlike the New Yorkers Alba wrote about, this study's participants 



did not use divisions to denote commonality. So what perpetuates the front stage identity 

of being Chinese? To amver this, a bridge between the individual and social categories 

rnust somehow fiinction in the absence of a community (in the sense commonly wd.) 

This bridge is one of race. The distinctions noted in this chapter are numerous, but as the 

next chapter shail explain, they are imified by a dominant discourse that has a great ded 

to do with biological explanations. 



Chapter 4 

The Essence of Being Chinese: a dominant discourse of Merence 

Introduction 

To this point, the ethnographie evidence haç challenged simplistic notions of 

cornmunity and culture. 1 deiiberately lefi out one dimension that exists on both the fiont 

and back stages, and is a shared by Chinese and non-Chinese people. Reifications of 

biologicd essence result when sociaily created categones are attached to irnmutable 

penonality, family and philosophical attriiutes. In Canada, one encounters such 

essentialisms on the basis of region: Western Canadians are thought to be rednecks, 

French Quebecers insuiar and mobbish, and Torontonians are thought to believe they exist 

as the cultural, economic and cosnopolitan centre of Canada. These are beliefs, not facts, 

and they convert broad impressions into statements about the essential nature of people. 

With the exception of attitudes toward French Canadians, we have not treated regionai 

stereotypes as similar phenomena to racial ones as a d e .  Whether or not social 

distinctions use traditional categories of race, they may amount to the same thing if they 

are reified into matters of hentage and individual essence. Gerald D. Berreman (1 988, 

orig. 1972) illustrated this cross-culturally by comparing Indian caste and American race 

hierarchies, concluding that there is Little meaningfbl difference between the two. 

In exploring what is held to be a Chinese essence by many of this study's 

participants, I am going to build a case that our society is dependent on a language of 



difference, one that more o f h  than not has biological assumptions at its core. Following 

Gerd Baumann (1 W6), this shared bliming of cuittue, race, community and biology will 

be cailed the dominant discourse. This shall be treated as an ideal type, and will be 

juxtaposed to a Iocalized demotic discourse. 

The dominant discourse that will be constmcted here is one of difference. It is 

shared by the majority of Canadians as a mutual fbmework of communicaîion. The 

differences given meaning by the dominant discourse may be based on gender, race, 

ethnicity, culture, status as Canadian or newcorner, or region. What happens to these md 

other distinctions however, is a blunhg between the social and biological that d o w s  theV 

reification as statements about individual essence, heritage, and ascnbed identity. What 

makes the dominant discourse so powerfhl is its monopoly on communication and thought 

- the Whorfïan overtones here are apparent. A monopoly of communicative categories 

cannot be maintained by a minority of people. Politicians of al1 stripes, racists, egalitarian 

activists, men and women al1 use the dominant discourse of dinerence. This is key to 

understanding its use here: the dominant discourse is philosophically neutral and 

ultimately flexible. The only common denominator behveen the parties engaghg in the 

discourse is that the categories are not convenient labels to distinguish each other, but 

rather are statements about the core nature of those labelled. As an ideal type, the 

dominant discourse is not to be taken as causal. It is a mode of commUNcation and 



nderstanding, it c m  evolve in form, and exists in close relationship to numerou demotic 

discourses. 

The dernotic discourse is one in which individuah connect themselves to the 

dominant one. It can be conceived of as localized, and while it shares certain aspects of 

the back stage, it is no< the same thing. Where the back stage involva specialized 

h o w  ledge about a relatively select group of people, the demotic discourse invokes simiiar 

tenninology to the dominant - culture, race, gender, and ethnicity. What takes place at the 

level of demotic discoune is a personal activation of reincation. This'may involve 

profound disagreement with the dominant discourse, but nevertheless is bounded by the 

conceptualizations shared by dl. How can a feminist dedicated to eradicating gender 

barriers go about this business without using female and male categories? It is dilemmas 

such as these that make the demotic discourse a cornplex mode of relationship between 

individuals and the dominant discourse. 

While foilowing Baumann's model, 1 must absolve him nom blame in rny use - 

Contesting Cultures (1 996) did not constnict ideal types as 1 have here. Where he chose 

to be subtle in the relationship between the two foms of discourse, 1 have chosen to 

polarize the two. The benefit to this ethnography is that such a polarkation explains 

individual afnliations without rendering them part of a unique cultural practice. We dl 

make such affiliations, and few of us avoid r e i m g  thern in the process. 



Baumann's ethnography of amuiti-ethnic London suburb - Southdl - is markable 

in that he was able to explore reification and essentiaiisms nom the perspective of visible 

minorities, without either blaming them or excludhg them fkom the process. The subtlety 

of his approach underlines the need here to remember that these ided types represent but 

one aspect of reaiity for participants: 

It would be naive to pitch a Southall demotic discourse against a 
dominant one ... The ethnography argues only one k g :  the dominant 
discourse is not the only one that Southallians engage in, and therefore 
does not capture the wealth of meanings they create and live in. ... What 
Southalliaas Say and do cannot simply deny the dominant reincation of 
culture. (Baumann, 1996: 30) 

The participants 1 encountered engaged in a demotic discourse of their own that, 

as Baumann so astutely recognized in Southall, differed fkom the dominant one but never 

escaped it. The demotic discourse of Chinese essence uses markers of family, mindset, 

work ethic, gender relations, generational relations, self and other racial identification, 

culture, religion, and solidarity. All of these markers cornbined to f om a racial category 

called Chinese or Oriental. 

The reader may sense a wolf in sheep's clothing - community and culture have 

been discounted only to be refiramed as discoune and race. If a pan-Chinese essence is 

outlined, have 1 crossed arguments and presented a community after dl? Absolutely not. 

The dominant discourse is shured and utilized by al1 Canadians in conversation, law, and 

media - including those who identify themseIves as Chinese. If1 ignored the elements of 
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the demotic discourse, and failed to draw comections to the dominant one, 1 would be 

leaving the reader with the same old impression of the victimized visible rninority: 

Chinese Canadian in this case. By not taking this dimension ofbelief and identity head on, 

I would in fact be contniuting to an academic apartheid that does not account for the real 

participation and membership in broader society that must exist to have a society in the 

f k t  place. 1 met red people while conducting fieidwork, and this chapter will 

demonstrate once again that being Chinese is not rneaningfully dinerent firom being 

Danish, Croatian, anglophone or francophone - these are al1 elements of  the dominant 

discourse. 

The Dominant Discourse 

Anthropologists have long debated the nature-nurture quandary. To what degree 

are human species culture bound as opposed to products of biology? As a matter of 

p hilosophy, I tend to lean toward the culhiral aspects of human He. The irony is, 'culture' 

is laden with biological explanations! These rarely have any scientific bais, but that is 

not the point - people take sociologicai and cultural categories, and transfonn (reiQ) them 

into biological essences. This is the dominant discourse of difference. It is a shared 

lmguage that treats gender, ethnicity, race and culture as categories within which members 

share traits of belief, outlook, experience, history, morality and practice. The message is 

one of differmce being a natural state of the human condition. 



A discourse does not imply agreement between all  parties on everythbg except the 

d e s  of distinction. One can be a white supremacist or a dedicated anti-racist, but the 

language of distinction is the same. This, of course, represents the irony of idealized 

equality, and a long standing dilemma in the Canadian federation - how do we fight 

inequality and discrimination without robbing the rich texture of difference that makes 

society vibrant? However, between the white supremacist and the anti-racist, or the 

feminist and the male chauvinist, exists a moderate majority . 1 am following Barrett's take 

on racism in Canada in this case: 

Where does al1 this leave ordinary citizens, the vast majority of whom 
would seem to regard both the extrerne right and left as nuis? The 
middle position may weU appear to be more sane, but one thing is 
certain: it is not neutd. Instead, it is part of the status quo, with its 
institutiondized inequality. The big question is whether, in the crunch, 
the middle position is morally defensible. (1 987: 355) 

1 would suggest that a foundation of institutionalized inequality is a dominant 

discourse of difference. For such a discourse to be viable, it requires an agreement by a 

majority of society to engage in its terms and categories. This cannot be stressed enough. 

When 1 tum to examine the conceptualizations of participants in this study, their demotic 

discoune is bounded by this generalized agreement among the majonty. The people 1 met 

do not represent a unique ce11 of worldview. 

T m  on your television news or read a newspaper. The odds are, there will be a 

report or two about a local crime that has been commined, and a description of the suspect 



at large will be provided For example, last night while 1 was watching the television 

news there was a story about a suspect, wanted for a violent rape, who was described as 

"male, in his menties of age, average height and build, white but with a dark tan." A 

racial description is always given in such cases where possible, and is generaily limited 

to the categories ofwhite, black, Asian, or oriental as a d e .  Racial categories are not only 

cornmon in our society, they represent a core condition of communication. 

Gender distinctions are also cornmonplace aspects ofthe dominant discoune. Yan 

Li's fictionalized autobiography and history, Daughters of the Red Lahd (1995), is 

published b y S ister Vision: B lack Women and Women of Colour Press (she lived in K- W 

during the period of research). It gîves a gripping account of the lives of three generations 

of women living under the rise and establishment of communist d e ,  woven in with the 

story of a woman's life as an immigrant to Canada. If there were not a press that 

specialized in publishing the stories of minority women, the book rnay well have never 

been published. This represents one of the core ironies inherent in the dominant discoune 

- we recognize discrimination and the need for equality, yet must achieve this by 

entrenching diEerences - gender and skin colour in this case. Al1 those dedicated to 

breakhg d o m  barrien of race and gender have had to stmggle with this problem of using 

the same categories of hamiful stereotypes to eliminate them. 

There is every reason to suppose the discoune of dinerence d l  be with us for the 

foreseeable m e .  In 1982, Canada adopted a Charter of R i a s  and Freedoms which has 



played a signüïcant role in the dominant discourse. Evelyn Kailen describes the sort of 

diffaence entrenched by assigning rights on the basis of ethnicity, culture, region and 

gender: 

... the significance of constitutionally rooted status dinerences among 
founding, aboriginal and multicultural ethnic groups is that they &forci 
differential bases for collective clahs: claims based on special 
(founding or aboriginal) status, and cl* based on equal 
(multicultural) status. Momvery a direct consequence of this tripartite 
division is that minority-rights claims put forward by representatives of 
each of these categories are in cornpetition, if not in direct conflict with 
each other. (1990: 86) 

The Charter, while entrenchuig certain categories such as gender and culture (by 

way of protection), is not an end product of the dominant discome. Rather, it is the 

ensuing court cases and public debate over who has status under the law and what the 

nature of protection ought to bey that has set the arena for an evoiving discoune based on 

difference. Consider the foilowing article fiom the Charter: 

Multicultural Heritage: 27. This Charter shall be interpreted in a 
manner consistent with the preservation and enhancement of the 
multicultural heritage of Canadians.(Russell, et ai, 1989: 785) 

Without defining what multiculturai heritage is, the Charter specifically mandates 

that it will be preserved and enhanced. The only clear aspect to this is a promise to 

formulate programs based on categorizations of individuah by culture. Putting aside the 

fallacy of culture (as with community), the message at work is one that assumes that b t ;  



people "have it" in significantly different maaners; and, second, that such culture is 

acquired ody  by "heritagem- that is, one gains culture by birth. This dennition of culture 

is a rather biological one, and would tend to exclude other viable contenders for 

multicdtural status. Poets, factory workers, and residents of Guelph may all share a 

cultures or communities of sorts (given the vague and often fdse formulations of the two 

concepts), but lack the key element of birth ascription to complete the discursive circle of 

biological reification. 

The discourse about ethnic minoiities as communities defmed by a 
reified culture bears a i i  the hallmarks of dominance: it is conceptually 
simple, enjoys a communicative monopoly, offers enonnous flexibility 
of application, and is serviceable for established institutional purposes. 
Yet each of these features raises doubt in its own way. The conceptual 
economy of the discourse relies on equations that no researching 
anthropologist c m  take at face value. (Baumann, 1996: 30) 

Baumann has cut to the heart of the matter. The dominant discourse of difference 

and reification (such as Chinese community) is M y  impossible to thin.  outside of. 

Ideals like rnulticulturalism are just vague enough to enjoy popular application without 

challenge. When examined closely, they collapse into meaningless symbols. Some go so 

far as to cal1 multiculturalism pure ideology: "For our purposes we can define 

multiculturalism as a political doctrine that O fficially prornotes cultural differences as  an 

intrinsic component of the social, political, and moral order" (Elliot and Fleras, 1 990: 63). 

However, 1 would dispute the relegation of multiculturalism as strictly a matter of political 



doctrine or (as the authors describe it elsewhere) a "present-day exercise in myth-making." 

(p.52) Such explanations smack of deliberate conspiracy, and assumes that an entire 

nation can be led d o m  a path of belief. 

To put this more boldly, the dominant discourse is not a product of class relations. 

That is, there is no elite group that couid pull off the coup of collective agreement. A 

failure to realize this has reduced many fine researchers inspired by Marx to struggle with 

the intersection between class, race and ethnicity - an intersection in which the hune of 

their analyses must render m e  and ethnicity epiphenomenal to class. 

While political economy [concemed with capitalism and relations of 
power] is critical of 'race relations' sociology for its use of unscientinc 
and reified notions of 'race', there is conceptual space within this 
theoretical tradition to for the analysis of racialïzation - that is, those 
social processes whereby social significance is attached to patterns of 
physical or genetic variation ... (Satzewich, 1990: 265) 

A mal1 part of the dispute over whether an ethnic component to the 
vertical mosaic [following Porter's seminal work] has persisted in 
Canada is captured by the proverbial 'is the glass half-full or half- 
empty?. Exactly how much inequality is enough to grant it 
'fundamental' status? However, a far larger part of the dispute tunis on 
matters of both theoretical definitions and methodological procedure. 
[how to interpret census data, for example] (Lautard and Guppy, 1 990: 
193) 

'Diversity management' [an oEqring of multiculturalism, she argues] 
assumes that a racially, ethnically, and culturally heterogeneous 
workforce needs to be managed or controlled in ways that contain and 
suppress confiict This process is precisely a means of preserving and 
f o r t i m g  power relations based on class, gender and race. Such a 
disciplining of diversity is, in fact, a strategy for more exhaustive 
control of the working class. (Davis, 1996: 41) 



In describing the dominant discourse as it relates to this study, 1 am not going to 

enter the debate of economic class causality. Too often there is confusion between a mode 

of shared communication (ulhately a qualitative problem) and delineated class divisions 

(which often involve quantitative measures of incorne and rank) This confusion is 

confounded by veiled references to "control", "working classes" and "ethnic component". 

What is Ieft unsaid is the underlying assumption that race, culture and ethnicity are a 

created tool of the bourgeoisie or elite class - and the assumption lacks the weight of 

empiricd evidence. 

The waters get muddier when some have tried to connect gender, race, ethnicity 

and class. As Daiva K. Stasiulis asked: "are feminist analyses of connections among 

gender, race, ethnicity and class merely matter of %land intersectionalism', or are they real 

theoretical advances...?" (1990: 281; see also Stolcke, 1993, for an examination of the 

similarity in the sex to gender and race to ethnicity oppositions.) The problem inherent 

in class and power analyses that tackle race and ethnicity, is that they confuse language 

and discourse with objective reality and social statu. What can be borrowed fiom the 

Marxist camp is a m e r  appreciation of the dominant language of difference. Even if 

race and other distinctions were being "used" to mask class relations, it is significant that 

it is done so easily and completely. 

In addition to gender and culture (ethnicity and community), immigration is 

embedded in the dominant discowse. This is the most significant aspect of Porter's 
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Verrical Mosaic (1965), and one that those foiiowing in his path have missed. His thesis 

was that through state control of immigration, various ethnic classes were perpetuated by 

aiiowing only certain people fiom various countries to enter Canada. The Chinese in 

Canada have a history that best demonstrates this, h m  the tirne o f  railroad labourers to 

the head tax, and more recently the influx of anluent Hong Kong immigrants. (see Li, 

1980; and Li, 1992, for a mod detailed and nch history of Chinese immigration history 

and state policy in Canada). So far as a discourse of difference is concerned, the very 

distinction of immigrant h m  non-immigrant, fkom assimilated to non-assimilated, is 

rarely questioned- 

This is best illustrat ed by examining the ambiguity toward multiculturalism certain 

researchen have noted in post-war immigrant individuals fiom Scandinavian countries and 

the Netherlands (Delafenetre, 1995; Schryer, 1998). Do they want to assimilate, to fit in 

quietly, or to be identified as possessing a unique hentage. What both exempli@ is that 

one c m  be viewed as either immigrant or Canadian (non-immigrant). The ambiguity 

cornes from a discourse that requires individuals to define themselves in either category, 

but rarely both. As with race, the immigrant distinction can have both negative and 

positive connotations - more established and muen t  immigrants (ofien European in 

ongin, see Aiba, 1990; Waters, 1990) can point to the failure of other unmigrant (ofien 

non-European) groups as a sign of their supremacy. Furthemore, the dominant discourse 

that distinguishes between immigrant and Canadian makes statements about personality. 



Canadian personality? This would seem impossible to exist in a country dedicated 

to multicdturalism. But consider the following quotation h m  a 1993 Canadian 

goverment publication entitied Living in Canada: What Y m  Should Know: "Canadians 

are Uifomal people. They wiii o h  caii you by your h t  name and shake your hand 

when meeting you for the first time" (Employment and Immigration Canada: 1993: 9). 

The bulk of the document, produced for new immigrants, has helpful information about 

fïnding apartments and getthg drXverst licences. This Iine caught rny attention as M e r  

illustration of the dominant discourse of difference (not to mention the questionable 

evidence of handshaking as a sign of informality - 1 rarely shake my fiiends' hands!). It 

seems that the authors assumed a majority of immigrants would be taken aback by a 

handshake and h t  name address! Reincations, of personality in this case, cm pop up in 

the most incongnious circumstances. 

One final aspect of immigration that we as researchers tend to overlook, and 1 

would suggest utilize the dominant discourse without question as  a result, is to only 

examine the destination country as a key factor in the equation. In the case of immigration 

from China, for example, the Tiananmen Square massacre of 1996 motivated many more 

students to remain in Canada than might have otherwise (Liu and Norcliffe, 1996). Even 

the key distinction between refugees and immigrants is rarely made in many sociolo~cal 

studies of a given group, thus glossing over the various motivations and experiences 

various migrants within such broad categories as Chinese immigrants many have made. 



The reification of ethnic, cultural and racial distinctions is demonstrated routinely 

by our perception of many conficts as "ethnic" in nature. David Maybury-Lewis (1997) 

deblmks the popdar take on the horrors witnessed in Rwanda and the former Yugoslavia 

Demonstrating that war and massacre in these cases were due to greater stnichual factors 

(colonialism and Soviet nile, respectively), he was critical of the push to view "ethnic" 

conflict as inevitable, His conclusion: 

It is clear that ethnicity is sirnply not an innate propensity of human 
beings to bond with those like them and to fight with those not like 
them. It is a potentid that must be activated and cultivated In this 
book 1 have therefore paid attention to those agents who c d  forth ethnic 
sentiment and the circumstances under which they do so. (Maybury- 
Lewis, 1997: 157) 

To somewhat hijack his insight, if people can be railied under the banner of 

ethnicity (or ethnic sentiment, in his temiinology), and the world made to believe that 

ethnic conflict is reai and possibly inevitable, we must accept that there is a common 

understanding at work around the language of difference. Remembering Baumann's 

argument that the dominant discourse is ideologically plastic, we have now seen ethnicity 

used as both a source of positive diversity (multiculturalism) and of negative factiondism. 

To this point, the dominant discourse has been dehed  with examples of broad 

social stmctures: a constitution, immigration policy, official mdticulturalism and so- 

cailed ethnic conflicts. Each of these use categories of social construction, often gain 

strength from biological explanations (treating culture and gender as uniformly shared 
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arnongst various groups), and treat them as though they were real. However, the 

explmation for this has countered the typical 'conspiracy of the elites' and posited a shared 

discourse in its place. Such dominance of Ianguage and meaning would be beyond the 

power of a minority of people, regardless of how powerful they may be. But how does 

this dominant discourse translate into smaller-scale interactions and local life? In part, the 

dernotic discourse I will desmie in the next section illustrates this. But in the context of 

fieldwork for this shidy, certain aspects of life in K-W can be categorized as part of the 

dominant discourse. Arbitrary modeIs are not as simple as they seem, and othen may 

wish to treat the foilowing as a dernotic discourse. 

1 began this section with an example of suspect-at-large reports and their reliance 

on basic racial descriptions. While poiice departments have corne under fke for keeping 

raciaUcultura1 crime statistics in recent years, there is rare1y a peep to be heard when 

individual descriptions are provided with race included. For the most part, however, race 

is not an acceptable form ofcategorization in public discourse. Or is it? Recently, Rogers 

Cable Television service offered subscribers a new television channel: Black 

Entertainment Network. (There is also a channel dedicated to women, and Toronto has 

a multicdtural television station that includes broadcasts in Italian, Cantonese, Hindi, and 

other languages). As with the need for a Women of Colour pubiishers, such a use of race 

is acceptable so long as it is seen to remedy discrimination. But the dominant discourse 

of difference, 1 would argue, is fuelled by such use. 1 have not undertaken a shidy ofblack 



"culture" in North America, but would suggest that it would likely cnimble if subjected 

to the same scrutiny the Cbinese community or culture was in the previous chapter. What 

is more, a television channel dedicated to a socially constructed group suggests that there 

are commonaiities in taste, persodty and philosophy that can be categorized as black. 

In fact, a pamphlet f?om Rogers Cable described the new channel as one that would apped 

to an "urban" audience! Reification has occurred, when in ail likelihood the opposite was 

intended, 

W i f i d  Laurier Univers@ in Waterloo is home to many more student clubs than 

the Chinese Students Association. There are groups for many sorts of students to join: 

Women, Black, Jewish, Croatian, Scottish, and other national/ethnic afliliations. These 

are not fimded by the govemment for the purpose of fostering multiculturalism, and 

demonstrate the dominant discome at a very local level. Make no mistake, such 

organizations enrich campus life and socialization greatly. But what is the socialization 

that is taking place? What is the message of enrichment? I myself belonged to the 

Chinese Students Association as an undergraduate student in 1990-9 1. 1 was the only non- 

Chinese member, and was a bit of a novelty. Why? Look again at the List of clubs 1 have 

given. Note the mix of gender, nationality, race, ethnicity and religion. The only thing 

they possess in common is that students who can claim affiliation to any one of them must 

share something meanin@. These are not clubs ofbenign interest such as photography, 

history, or music, they are clubs of heritage, and clubs of cultural essence. 



K-W is a Gman tom. 1 heard this repeatedly fiom participants, and according 

to the 1991 census it is the second most common language spoken (by "mother tongue" 

criteria), &ter English. There is an Oktoberfest celebration of enormous magnitude held 

annuaiiy, touted to be the largest outside of Gennany. What is curious, however, is that 

there is no Geman representation at the Multicuihiral Festival 1 descnibed in the last 

chapter. By local "des", it would seem that Germans do not have culture! This mirron 

the national defuition of muiticdturalism in Canada - culture and ethnicity are minorie 

entities, quite often aligned with race in the popular imagination. 1 am not aware that the 

lack of German participation at the mdticultural festival has ever been a Local issce - in 

fact it might be argued that the Oktoberfést gives sunicient public exposure. But then the 

Chinese New Year celebration is weU advertised, attendeci and reported every year, but 

the COCCC continues to participate in the festival. 

The dominant discourse, as 1 have treated it, poses the threat of o v e r s i m p l i ~ g  

some very complex trends and subsuming aii  social structures under a universal model. 

It shouldnot be confused with such. It is a conceptualization that is both an ideal srpe and 

a result of my own methodological approach. I set out to probe identity and experience, 

and as such this ethnography has remained in that realm. There are aspects of the Charter 

of Rights and Freedoms, for example, that are very political in nature, and othen that 

attemp t to cope with balancing the individual with the collective. The dominant discourse 

I have laid out is one of difference and distinction, ultimately dependent upon 



transforming social categories into essences, and wodd not M y  address such aspects. 

I would challenge the reader, howeva, to live in Canada for any length of t h e  

without encountering the dominant discourse, regardless of personal philosophy. Quite 

simply, o u  collective interactions are patterned by common categories ofdefining people. 

It is impossible to think, much less be a participant in society, without engaghg these 

categories. Keep this in mind as we explore the attitudes of this shidy's participants, for 

Chinese or otherwise, they are members of general society, not an War sect. 

One h a l  thought. 1 have not particularly focussed upon the- ugly side of 

distinction: discrimination, racism, sexism and general inequality in power and 

opportunity. This requires a certain cultivated ignorance and deliberate distancing to 

achieve: one need not be a social scientist to see the h m  inherent in categorizations - 

people are labelled and Limited before they ever have a chance in life. But by describing 

the dominant discourse in îts seemingly benign manifestation - as shared by the rnajonty - 

we gain a sense of just how difficult the problem of social inequality is. Were there a 

discome of difference being enforced by a select féw empowered, we could direct our 

attentions to undermining them. Taken as a shared aspect of public communication and 

engagement, sometimes in the name of desired social variety and sense of history, the 

dominant discourse of Merence may well pose a greater moral challenge to understand 

and work within. It may not always be ugly, but it is always there. 



B e  Demotic Discourse: Chinese Essence 

I have chosen to follow Baumann's term, demotic, partly out of respect for his 

model, and partly out of a failure to corne up wiîh a better term. The demotic discourse 

represents a localized interpretation of the dominant one, and it rnay be misleading to 

identiQ it under a different term. For the participants in this study, their version of the 

demotic discourse was one of personal identification caiied Chinese. Bear in mind that 

there is no representation in this study of those who may have the option of identifjring 

themselves as Chinese, but choose not to. What 1 will describe are some common 

interpretations of 'Chineseness' that were employed by those who are cornfortable with 

the category. 

The demotic discourse of merence that 1 encountered can be conceptualized as 

an arena of personal identification to a category of essence, dtunately bounded by the 

terms and logic of the dominant discourse. The demotic discourse is not the back stage 

1 described in the last chapter. It is a matter of persona1 engagement with the dominant 

discourse. Nor is it strictly andogous to the fiont stage, for the beliefs that represent the 

dernotic discourse are not a matter of wide public knowledge. Only in the context of my 

direct questionhg and interaction did participants express such views and identifications 

to me. 1 setioudy doubt that at a party, workplace or over a neighbour's fence would they 

refer to me as "caucasian", for example, as four people did. Fieldwork is confkontation, 

and represents an amplification that easily imparts a false impression. 



As an ided type, the demotic discourse shares ail the conceptualizations of the 

dominant discourse with one key additional one: it is dtimately personal in nature. Unlike 

the back stage, which in one manner is a very specialized arena of knowledge and 

worldview, the demotic discourse serves to align individuals with broader categories - 

Chinese in this case. But c m  we c d  this a discourse if it represents personal attitudes? 

Yes, and in fact 1 would argue that there wodd be no cultural centre, language school, 

Chinese New Year celebmtion, and no thesis (in my case) were there not a discourse 

taking place. Rernember, participants directed me toward other 'Chinese' people. 

The demotic discourse of Chinese identity in K-W involves family, philosophy and 

religion, judgements of multiculturalism, values, gender roles and personality. It can be 

summed up as a Chinese essence, for al1 the above are reified into statements about 

personality and heritage. While at times the demotic discourse disputes the dominant one, 

it generaily is in agreement and always uses the same conceptualizations. The demotic 

discourse reifies personal expenences and beliefs into a category that sets the Chinese as 

distinct from white or Western people, but does not particularly demand hierarchical 

schemes. 

At the core of the demotic discourse was the belief that Chinese families are 

different. This was expressed in a variety of ways, but was vimially a universal belief. 

What made Chinese families so different? 



" W e  stiU have some modem beliefk, but we respect our elders. It's Bhudist. ... 
That's the main Merence between Caucasians and Chinese" - Breda 

"I'm not a traditional Chinese woman, 1 do what I want." - Nancy, describing how 
her marriage is not typical 

" We tend to Live with our parents." - Mary 

"Chinese families have different values. bike  what?] Confucianism." - Tanya 

I chose to begui with descriptions that had to with families, for this was the context 

in which most people descnbed theu heritage as different h m  Western, Canadian, and 

Caucasian. To çummarize the unique qualities of Chinese families as  they were described 

to me: respect for elders, subservience of women, living at one's parents' home longer, 

stressing education aud a work ethic, traditional, and Bhudist or Confucian in nature. 

Respect for elders was a particular point of pnde and distinction, something 

uniquely Chinese. A few people expressed horror at the "Canadian" practice of shipping 

the elderly off to old age homes. Without disputing a repugnance on the part of 

participants for segregating the elderly in homes, it is fair to Say that participants 

overstated the lack of respect for elders non-Chinese people have. But the point of this 

ethnography has never been to dispute beliefs - beliefs either exist or they do not, they are 

not to be judged on the merit of ûuth. What is of greater relevance here is that a practice 

toward elders was viewed as something unique to those who c m  trace ancestry back to 

Chinese countries. It would be remiss not to point out that anthropologists, by way of 

kinship studies, have certainly contributed toward this family-culhire conncction, after 
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which it is but a short leap to reify such as biologicai essence. (I hasten to add that some 

wonderful studies showing the mutabiiity and transformation of kinship structures within 

supposedly traditional ethnic enclaves exist - see Yanagisako, 1985, as an example). 

The image of the Chinese family Living together for more protracted periods ( fkom 

the children's point of view), was raised mainly by participants in their twenties of age. 

One woman pointed out how silly it was for young Canadians to move out of home so 

quickly, on the basis of wasted money. In fact, we can well question the notion of shared 

family resources and residence as being somehow cultural in basis, and ask whether or not 

this is an economic strategy. 

To many participants, particularly those bom in Canada, the family represented 

tradition. Back home', 'Confucianism', and 'Bhudism' were routinely used in the context 

of discussing family. 1 did not systematically expIore religion in this study, but it is worth 

noting that there are no Bhudist or ancestor temples in K-W such as are found in China 

or Hong Kong, but there is a Chinese Alliance Church (Christian). This philosophical or 

religious dimension of Chinese identity is not simply a local phenornenon. Chinese 

Canadians: Voices h m  a Community (Huang and Jeffery, 1992), preceded each 

interview with a Confùcian quotation. Note the reification process at work here: a broad 

religion and philosophy are held to represent a culture, but are conceived of as being held 

by the family - Confucianism is in the genes! 



Gender roles repeatedly were raised in discussing farnily. 1 have already describeci 

how 1 had more contact with women than with men. As with most young women in this 

country, those 1 met were not about to follow their mother's footsteps, engaging in 

"embroidery and crap like that" in the words of one woman. On the whole, they were not 

positive about the role of women in the Chinese family, particularly in the context of 

mamage. This attitude emerged in two manners: a desire to break away fiom traditional 

women's roles, and in the problems inherent in rnarrying non-Chinese men. 

"My mother is more a staunch protector of Chinese ways. Both my parents were 
against me marrying ber  husband, who is not Chinese]. They disowned me for 
many years, and refused to corne to the wedding." - Linda 

I must point out that for some parents, having their children marry non-Chinese 

spouses was not contentious. Furthexmore, for some the dangers of back stage distinctions 

were greater. In fact, one story 1 heard was of a Chinese woman rnarrying a man who was 

Cantonese but from Vietnam - her parents were Hong Kong Cantonese and h d  this 

man. What is missing fiom any tales 1 pass on is that by and large, they were told not in 

anger or bittemess, but mainly as an illustration of just how traditional Chinese families 

are. This may cal1 into question any studies that use 'intermarriagem as a measure of 

ethnicity, Linda certaidy experienced tremendous pressure to rnarry a Chinese man, yet 

followed her own judgement. While she viewed herseif as 'Iess Chinese' than her elders, 

she clearIy identified with the label. 



Do these views of the family, representing the demotic discourse, relate to the 

dominant discourse of difference? I would say so for a number of reasons. Firçt, what 

might be called culturai trends are packaged as inherent in the farnily - this is rendering 

broadly shared practices and experiences as inherited - a biological essence if you will. 

Second, the same participants who effortiessly led me through descriptions of d l  the 

varïety and distinction that existed within the category of Chinese were able to describe 

Chinese family traits as co~~lltlody shared. F d y ,  in using personal examples to 

illustrate general trends, participants denied the opporhmity to stress the unique qualities 

of their lives in favour of Oriental or Chinese explanations. The dominant discourse of 

difference is based on race and culture, not individual experiences.. The demotic discourse 

in this case fieshes this out. 

Multiculturalism bears a massive weight of meaning in Canada. DiversiSr, anti- 

racinn, protection of rights, and enrichment of community life are at various tirnes the 

domain of this meta-philosophy. As part of the dominant discourse, it stresses the value 

of diversity and the possibility of a world where ciifference is celebrated and embraced, 

without being tainted b y discrimination. 

This is a case where the demotic discourse did not agree entïrely with the dominant 

version. To begin, there were a few people who believed racism was very much present 

in K-W, though this view was a minority one. 



"When we go to [a c l o t h g  store], the sales clerks follow us around - they think 
we're going to shoplift" - Tanya 

"You dont see it on the surface, but you know it's there undemeath." - Nancy 

More common were stories of racism in the past, w d y  the 1970s and 1980s, 

with the conclusion that things were much better in recent years. Those who came to K- W 

in the 1960s and 1970s as adults told me it was quite common to hear people speak of a 

yellow peril, and to be cailed ail manner of racist names. Younger people almost al1 had 

stones of being called "Chink" while in school as children, but tended to ascribe this to 

the cnielty of childreu. In general, however, people told me K-W was "open and fiiendly", 

and that if racist beliefs were being held, at least people kept it to themselves. One of the 

worst stories 1 heard was of a daughter of one participant whose mother is Chinese and 

father is Jewish - a fellow student at her school made a comment to the effect that she 

ought to suffer a similar fate to Holocaust viciims. 

However open and fkiendly K-W may have been, this did not equate into an 

endonement ofgovernment multiculturaiisrn. 1 will not attrïbute the following quotations, 

for some were made by memben of the COCCC, and one by a member of the Chinese 

Women's Federation: 

"What does it mean?! It's just a chance to try each other's foods." 

"I'm certain the only reason some people are nice to me is that they know 1 can 
sue if they're not,. ." 



'Wowadays the govemxnent seeks out people to help, you don't have to look for 
them anpore." [implying that the real need for govemrnent involvement was 

agol 

While many were cynicd about multiculturaiïsm in general, the COCCC was seen 

as a positive force in K-W for educating people about the Chinese. If the same people can 

be cynical toward multiculturalism at the same t h e  as endorsing the cultural centre, is the 

demotic discourse illogical? Not at ail. Bear in mind that the demotic discourse is based 

on personai experience, which in this case is innuenced by the govemment approach 

toward multicdturalism in Canada. In efféct, insular organizations are encouraged to 

promote and preserve various cultures, with little inter-group contact. That those I met 

tended to lump al1 other Canadians into one category of culture (also cailed caucasian or 

Western) may simply the logical outcome of such programs and sensibilities. 

Official multicdturalism was not identified by those 1 met as an anti-racism or 

discrixnination mechanimi. While many described K-W as open and fiiendly, most 

believed that in al1 likelihood there was racism that was sirnply not expressed publicly - 

and this waç seen as an acceptable state of affairs. I began discussing multiculhualism and 

the dernotic discourse as a case where the dominant one was not mirrored. It is possible 

that this is the wrong interpretation. If the dominant discoune is one of ciifference 

mattering, of culture and essentialism being intertwined perhaps the demotic discourse 

reflects the only logical conclusion people would corne to in appraising multiculturalism: 

that a program accenting diflerences cm at best force overt expressions of racisrn into the 
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realm of quietly held beliefs - never to overcome them completeIy. 

Having already introduced such temis as Oriental. Chinese, caucasian and 

Canadian as culturally or racially meanin@ to participants, there remains the question 

of cornparison bebveen these categories. WhiIe Chinese faniilies were described as 

qualitatively different fiom Canadian ones, is there more to this? I asked ai l  participants 

about the theones of a man named Phillip Rushton, a Canadian scientist who released 

controversiai theories about his version of human races - white, black and orientai - in 

which they were ranked by such attributes as intelligence. sexuality, and-propensity to 

have civilization. Orientais were ranked highest by the critena of civilization and 

intelligence, and lowest in sexuality, followed by whites, followed by blacks whom he 

concluded were the most sexual but the least intelligent and the least prone to arriving at 

a state of 'civilization'. Needless to Say his work has been discredited in academic circles, 

but he does hold a place in the public arena, particularly &er David Suniki, perhaps the 

most famous Canadian humanist, environmentalist and genetic scientist (the latter being 

his fomd statu) engaged Rushton in a televised debate. Most people 1 met were aware 

of this controversial theory. 

in general, few people discounted the idea of races existing at al1 (wurpnsing, 

given that most attributed something essential to being Chinese or Orientai in the first 

place). About half of participants argued against any sort of ranking of races. For those 

who did see something to it, however, some felt that he had not given due credit for the 



work ethic that is a core value of Chinese peoples. That is, while not objecting to the 

ranking schemeper se, it was taken as insulting (my interpretation) that the achievements 

of the Chinese were a matter of racial fate. One man felt the differences between races 

were not inherent, but rather a consequence of history: black people had corne to North 

Amenca as slaves and thus must live with this heritage. Others had varying opinions on 

the controversy: 

"It's values. In certain areas we are different. We care about their (our children's) 
future, health, education. ... 1 don1t like it ail. [back home,] the education system 
is harsh." - John 

"It's not crazy, it's just how the statistic or opinion is pubiished. It's ûue, people 
just don? want to accept item- Josie 

"1 donPt think he should make these statements. Every race has its own genetic 
heritage, positive and negative." - Sue 

"Chinese have lower than average unemployment because they work harder." - 
Mike 

"It's hard to Say. When you look at it, sure, ûrientals are miart, but also 
superstitious, it holds us back." - Mary 

These views were not universal, 1 must restate, and there were those who 

completely discounted any hierarchy of races (though, as already noted, the existence of 

races themselves were rarely questioned, but a few people vehemently shared views such 

as: 

"1 laugh at it, it's not true." - Brenda 



"AU people are the same." - Karen 

For those who outright denied the existence of races. çuch short statements 

were common- 

As the person responsible for asking the question about Rushton in the £kt place, 

1 must point out that the topic was never raised independently of my prodding. That said. 

for those who did not discount the existence of races cornpletely, little explanation of the 

theory was required. Clearly, people were aware of these sorts of views and have given 

them some thought. I would like to be first to level a criticism at myself - there is a certain 

"catch-22" flaveur to asking someone if they agree with a ranlang system that places them 

on top. There was certainly a dogmatic neutrality among most on the topic of ranking. 

Great pains were taken to explain why natural superiority was likely not a valid 

explanation, when simple agreement would have been much easier. 

I described the dominant discoune as it applies to race in rather neutral terms - this 

is the common employment of skin-colour categorizations in Canada. So too was such 

a neutrality encountered in K-W. InterestingIy, if we take extreme racism and extreme 

egalitarianism to be on the margins of this majority discourse, then the localized demotic 

discourse seems to reflect this quite faithfùlly, fleshed out with personal input such as an 

over-looked work ethic. 

Prior to conducting interviews, 1 had a conversation with a fiiend who alerted me 

to the t m  'banana'. It means someone who is Chinese (yellow) on the outside but white 



on the inside. It is the label given to children or young people who have iived most if not 

al1 of their lives in Canada (or other non-Chinese countries). Not al1 had heard the term, 

but most were aware of it, and a few people did explain the term to me without asking. 

Bananas' represent the greatest challenge to notions of a Chinese essence, and 1 suspect 

exist as a category in thek own right for this reason. There is no more compelling 

example of the personaiity-race comection that is part of the dominant discoune than a 

consideration of 'bananas'- The demotic discourse takes some curious twists here. 

"When 1 was fïrst called one [a b a n 4  1 was a little taken aback and offended. 
But 1 think it does describe who 1 am. My worldview and values are a mixture 
of both." - Linda 

"Banana! WeU, never to my face, some people 1 know could be called that." - 
Sharon 

" [laughing in response to my question] Well, it means that they look Chinese, but 
they think like a caucasian on the inside!" - Mike 

"It's especiaily used in Chinatown. You don7 speak Chinese, or good Chinese, 
but you look like you shouid." - Sue 

"My kids are bananas! It's not a bad thing. When it cornes to labels, you just 
have to take a step back and laugh ... It's just a description, yelIow skin but like 
a white on the inside. ... 1 guess that would make me a green banana, not yet 
ripe! [Le., not fully white on the inside." - Nancy 

"They consider themselves white. If that's their attitude they deserve it!" - Mary 

1 met one woman who lmew of the terni, and was quite hurt that people called her 

this. Most, however were cornfortable with the idea that their children were going to be 



more Canadian than Chinese, and used 'banana' in the most casud manner. Those for 

whom the term appiied seemed to accept i t  But the messages that lie behind this term are 

remarkable. There are white and Chinese essences. While one cannot Iose their skin 

colour, they can become de facto members of another race (in part). 

In describing the relationship of immigration to the dominant discourse, it was 

noted that among both the public and academic worlds, very littie sophistication is applied 

to the term. By necessity, the demotic discourse of those 1 met dealt with the reality of üfe 

in a new country by incorporating a language of essences that coped with'an individual 

having a foot in both cultures. This is a reversai of the dominant view where most 

Canadians do not discem much beyond the tem immigrant: the participants 1 met tended 

to treat white as a homogeneous and cultural way of being. 1 was repeatedly cautioned 

that using 'banana' was not a slight against those it applied to (save Mary), which makes 

it al1 the more remarkable in its acceptance. It must be noted that a few people 1 met had 

never heard of the term, and in one case in particular this may be telling - she spoke very 

little of her parent's Mandarin. 

The demotic discourse used by participants is one of reifjkng conceptions of 

Chinese culture, family and worldview into a biological essence - something inherited. 

It is often similar to the dominant discourse, occasionally counters it, but uses the sarne 

language of difference and distinction. Though based on race, it does not imply notions 

of nipremacy. It does suggest that the moderate majority in Canada allowing structural 



discrunination on the basis of race may include members we would not routinely expect. 

Conclusion 

It would have been far easier to write about the views of this study's participants 

as though they represented something uniquely Chinese. Parbicdarly given that many 

participants themselves beiieve in some sort of unique Chinese essence that has all the 

hallmarks of a biologicai race. 

In using the ideal types of dominant and demotic discourses. however, it has been 

demonstrated that the attitudes 1 encountered are part of a greater language. Ody through 

the use of ideai types codd one compare two aspects of phenornenon so different in 

magnitude, and there is a cost in interpretation. As with one's methodology Limiting 

understanding to a limited slice of reality, the use of ideal types can M e r  limit what is 

presented as data. The b enefit in this case has been to shatter any tribalistic take the reader 

mi@ have on a Chinese collective in K-W, and demonstrate how even specific individual 

affiliation can be part of a broder practice. 

Can racial beliefs be benign? Most people, myself included, do not believe so. 

There is a history of inequality too dependent upon race to trust such beliefs as harmless. 

But what about ethnicity, and what about multiculturalimi? While not based on biology 

on the surface, they play a role in a dominant discourse that readily reifies such concepts 

as somehow hardwired into humans. 1 am not suggesting an abandonment of 



muiticultliralism in Canada - it is weii intended and has achieved much. What can be 

gleaned nom this chapter is an qpreciation that rnulticdturalism as a policy or belief 

systern can never be innocent so Long as it uses a language dependent upon Merence. 



Chapter 5 

Conclusion 

Could there ever be a world, or at least a pocket in the world, where we perceived 

each other as more or less the same, with our differences being a matter of celebration and 

enjoyrnent? A naive question, it is tme, but it is one that lies at the heart of the 

authropological discipline, and exists under tension befween the desire to seek out the 

unique or exotic at the same time as diminishing its importance. 

This thesis has stressed at every tum the cornmonality between Chinese people in 

K-W and other Canadians. Culture and community have been argued against as untenable 

concepts in face of detailed study. Conceptions of a Chinese essence were h n e d  in the 

context of a dominant discourse that we all  engage in. The purpose behind all of this was 

to avoid robbing participants of their humanity by refusing to treat them as caricatures of 

Chinese culture or worldview. This nuis contrary to my anthropological instinct of 

describing rich and fascinahg cultures, or unique ways of seeing the world, and of both 

reflecting the lives of those written about whiie taking unfamiliar readers on a journey to 

a new place. 

in stressing that which is f a .  Eom unique, I do not mean to argue that there is a 

simple pattern to human existence that will be revealed if we examine how people view 

themselves and others. To begin with, each context of research and its history, and each 

methodological approach will result in different data This study, for example, did not 



particularly cope with social change - the kdings represent a snapshot of experience in 

K-W working with Chinese people during the m e r  of 1998. The dominant discourse 

of difference rnay be omnipresent, but thcre is no reason to suspect it will not evolve. 

In fact, by questionhg everythhg that might have been called the Chinese culture, 

a different sort of complexity was introduced. It is tough enough to understand a "culture" 

or "community" if that is the intent. Trying to write against such notions while looking 

for explanations as to why the distinctions exist at ail is damting. 

One thing is certain, the focus on the individual Life history does nothing to fiee 

us fiom the trap of r e w g  culture into an essence of being. If 1 were to &te in detail 

about a Chinese woman in K-W, how could I use the term Chinese without accepting the 

standard dehumanizing implication of culturai or racial labelling? To the other extreme, 

it would be equally futile to write about humans without social context. Describing a 

dominant discourse, or a fkont stage of comrnunity has no meaning without an 

examination ofhow this plays out inreal We, with specific examples. A broad philosophy 

of social relations c m  be no more than impressionistic without the test of real research 

among people to see if the theory holds up. 

This is why there is still a need for anthropology, fieldwork and ethnograp hy . We 

cannot cope with thousands of in-depth i n t e ~ e w s  for one project to lend weight to our 

hdings as do sociologists with masses of surveys. We can, however, attempt to 

understand the complexity inherent in an individual's life as it relates to socially 



meaninw relations of power, language and identity. If this Leads us  to cope with broader 

phenornena such as a dominant discourse, so much the better. What is impossible, 

however, is to start with the general and eiicit the particular. The formal term is the 

ecological fdacy - the individual rnay not reflect trends evident among many. This is the 

Achilles heel of sociology. 

Of course the anthropological approach is limited by dependence on a smaLler 

sample, and we too ofien believe that the individual is society mi t  small. This is wrong, 

for no individuai cm embody the essence of the whole. Our secret weapon, if you will, 

is that if not the whole, every individual embodies, or at least participates in, aspects of 

broader social Me. S tudies that focus on large-scale are needed, 1 hasten to add, and they 

rnay reflect aspects of individual experience, just as the individual will always have traces 

of the large-scale. The latter is why anthropology can remain a vital discipline even in the 

study of urbanized societies. 

1 am not saying this as a point of self-satisfaction. Our most serious limit in this 

age is a failure to understand the nature of our Imowledge. It is methodological, not 

theoretical. A failure to understand this relationship between howledge and the process 

of research has resulted in disciplinary debates about such issues as joking relationships 

and the incest taboo. We felt safe in these debates, but al1 the while were pretending that 

we were on to something tnily scientific. Our methods simply do not lend themselves to 

the nomothetic - they produce their own data. This is not to Say that we cannot be 



meticdous and methodical, nor that we cannot contribute to an understanding of society. 

But we must understand our own knowledge. In the meantime, Desmond Morris has been 

expIaining gender differences on the basis of "obsenring people iike birds", as 1 once saw 

him explain in a television documentary. 

This ethnography was presented as a product of methodology h t ,  and theory 

second Fieldwork was never a matter of gathering facts, a contradiction of what we do, 

but rather a process that worked toward gaining an understanding of certain phenornena 

Had I based my interpretation upon abstract theones alone, 1 more than iikely would have 

fallen prey to the trap of r e i m g  Chinese culture. 

Understanding the nature of anthropologicd lmowledge is not an atheoretical 

practice, and in interpreting the data I emerged fi-om the field with, engagement with 

existing theories and creating a few of my own was necessary. 

The findings 1 have presented suggest that we ought to use categones of ethnicity, 

culture and community with caution. In the case of community studies, we may be well 

served to drop the idea e n b l y .  This is made easier through an appreciation of the 

inherent limitation of fieldwork - one can only explore a limited scope of lived reality. 

The limitation can be worked around by asking what dimensions of an individual we have 

missed, and more often than not this will Iead to a questioning of such entities as a 

Chinese community. The fiont and back stage dialectic I proposed in place of a simplistic 

community used a basic polarization to illustrate complexity. Where postmodernists and 



some feminists have taken the traditional ethnographie format to task and accused it of 

denying personhood of our subjects, it is now clear that the format c m  indeed bear the 

weight of presenting whole people. The outcome is not perfect by any means - one must 

categonze and simplifl to aUow interpretation - but ushg a traditional ethnography to 

debunk the cornmon conceptualization of a Chinese community is far more satisfyuig than 

retreating to the library. 

The most signiscant advance this project has made is to take the issue of race and 

division head on, and go beyond a simple demonstration of structural racism and the hami 

it does. We are ail well aware that racism is alive and well in Canada. We rarely go 

beyond this self-evident truth in our research. The dominant discourse penetrates more 

aspects of communication than race divisions, and involves the transformation of gender, 

culture, ethnicity, and other distinctions into reified categories of biological essence. In 

a locaiized demotic discourse of Chinese essence in K-W, what could easily have been 

taken as a unique worldview was argued in the light of greater patterns. Urban studies, 

and 1 daresay al1 studies, must never be undertaken without an appreciation of larger trends 

and symbols. The connection between the individuai and society is not achieved through 

membership in a smaller culture, it results fiom sharing kt a collective medium of 

communication and rneaning. 

Does it make you uncornfortable to think of a society that distinguishes individuals 

by genetic heritage? It shodd. This is a field of study that begs M e r  research, and a 



renewed nerve on the part of anthropologists. We have Iost culture as an object of study; 

and for good reason. Rather than attempt a r e f o d a t i o n  of the same old conception, we 

ou@ to be taking on the task of explainhg why divisions persist between people, and 

why they are interpreted on such a visceml level rather than being a matter of curiosity and 

enrichment of social Me. 

Most of us in the social sciences share a motivation to engender mutual 

understanding between people. The problem raised by this ethnography, but not 

answered, is one of challenguig categories and fighting popular wisdom while at the same 

time engaging in the same Ianguage of clifference. The implications of this problem - 

using the same categones we wish to help mute or eliminate - occur to me as a condition 

of social research that we have paid too little heed to. Ifanthropology is to have meaning, 

we must corne to grips with this. 

1 offered a playful question in the introduction as to whether or not 1 might qualify 

as Chinese. On the surface, it is rather a silly question, and 1 would certainly raise a few 

eyebrows if I chose this as a new identiw. On a more sober level what blocks me fiom 

being Chinese is the acid test of this ethnography. 1 will leave you with another question, 

a participant's this t h e ,  that is perhaps less playhil. We were discussing what this person 

descnbed as competiticn between Chinese people, and his belief was that such divisions 

started between siblings and were manifested on a larger scale of Chinese culture. 1 



mentioned thaî non-Cbinese people were, in my experience, equally prone to cornpete with 

each other and cross purposes as a Mt. His astonished reply: 

"Caucasians are like that too?!" 
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